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BORROWING MONEY
IS PERSONAL

Tell us what you need and we'll find the loan that's right for you.

APPLY NOW

Benefits of a Lendmark Loan
At Lendmark, we understand loans are as individual as the people who apply for them. So we personalize loan
solutions to meet your unique needs. But one thing is always the same for every Lendmark customer: we strive

to make borrowing easy, convenient, and affordable. We take the time to help you with:

APPLY NOW

If you’d rather speak in person, stop by a branch today: Find a branch

Fixed rates, terms,
and payments

Monthly payments
that fit your budget

Simple process, fast
response time

Local branches for
personal service

"I have been pleased with the personal attention and
time taken to help me with my financial needs. With
Lendmark, I was treated as a person, not a number."

Dawn S.

Personal Loans
Whenever you need extra money, turn to Lendmark Financial. We do our utmost to find you the best loan for

your situation. Your individualized personal loan starts with trained professionals who provide the attention you
deserve and the cash solutions you need. Use the money for:

APPLY NOW

If you’d rather speak in person, stop by a branch today: Find a branch

Car and Home
Repairs

A Large Purchase An Unexpected
Expense

Back-to-School
Supplies

Travel Monthly Bills Medical Care Holidays

WE PERSONALLY REVIEW YOUR FINANCIAL PICTURE AND OFFER
COMPETITIVE RATES AND TERMS

Debt Consolidation

If you find yourself juggling too many bills and want to simplify life, plus reduce your monthly expenses, a debt
consolidation loan from Lendmark could be your solution. If you are carrying high-interest debt, consolidating

and paying it down is a good way to better your financial future. Instead of paying multiple creditors each
month, let us help you reduce your monthly expenses, and help you have one lower single monthly payment.

APPLY NOW

If you’d rather speak in person, stop by a branch today: Find a branch

One Payment

!

Save Money

!

Simplify Life

CONSOLIDATING DEBT CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
AND SIMPLIFY YOUR LIFE

Auto Loans

When you find what you want, we’ll help you with the financing.
Whether you are looking to finance a new or used vehicle, or simply want to refinance an existing loan, we can
help. Go shopping and find the vehicle you want — our representatives are ready when you are to assist with

convenient payment amounts, terms and options. 

FIND A BRANCH

If you’d rather speak in person, stop by a branch today: Find a branch

Motorcycle Car ATV Watercraft

"Their interest rate was great and their service was handled very well. I would and have
recommended them because they are great with helping you the best they can."

Lauren M.

©2015 Lendmark Financial Services, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Home
About Us
FAQ
Contact Us
Careers

Find a Branch
Apply Now

Customer Service
Terms of Use
Privacy Policy

Retail Merchant Finance

If you're a retail merchant, please visit our
retail website or log in to your dealer account
below:

RETAIL MERCHANT FINANCE

DEALER LOGIN

BENEFITS OF A LENDMARK LOAN PERSONAL LOANS DEBT CONSOLIDATION AUTO LOANS

"  1-866-413-8340 FIND A BRANCH APPLY NOW

HOME ABOUT US FAQ CONTACT US CAREERS

FASTER FILING WITH AVALARA TRUSTFILE

HOW AVALARA TRUSTFILE WORKS

A step-by-step look at how to file faster with TrustFile.

FILE FASTER TODAY!

STILL HAVE QUESTIONS?

Watch our demo or reach out!

STATE SALES TAX GUIDES

© 2015 Avalara, Inc. All rights reserved. Terms of Use

Fast, Easy Sales Tax Reporting for
Small Business Owners
Save time by automating your sales tax jurisdiction research.

CREATE YOUR FREE ACCOUNT

Complete your sales tax return in as little as 5-minutes with TrustFile.

Import Your Sales
History

Upload your sales transaction
history in CSV form right

from your computer and we'll
do the rest.

Process Your Sales
Tax Data

TrustFile will analyze the sales
tax you collected and provide

a report showing sales tax
broken down by jurisdiction.

Complete Your
Returns

Use the sales tax report
TrustFile generates to fill out
your returns form in record

time.

1. Complete Your Company Profile
Faster filing is always a good thing. Take a moment to fill out your
company profile and let us know where you do business. We use
this information to better recommend jurisdictions for which
you need to file sales tax returns.

2. Import Your Sales Data
Whether you're selling through Amazon, Woocommerce,
Shopify, or at your own store, you can use TrustFile to process
your sales history quickly and easily. You can even import from
multiple sources. Just upload a CSV file directly from your
computer and we'll do the rest.

3. Choose Where to File in the US
Once TrustFile has your sales data and you have chosen a
location, it will analyze the sales tax you collected and provide a
detailed sales tax breakdown across more than 12,000 tax
jurisdictions in the United States. Use this report to quickly
determine the cities and counties where you need to pay sales
tax.

4. Review and File Your Return
The sales tax report TrustFile generated gives you all the
information you need to file your sales tax returns. You'll be able
to fill out your paper forms faster than ever before and get back
to what you care about most - building your business.

5. Your Tax Data is Safe & Secure
TrustFile stores the sales tax data you import using the latest
security and encryption technology. You'll have all your sales tax
filing information safely stored in a single location for easy
access. Should the state or local taxing authorities ever come
knocking, you'll be prepared with TrustFile sales tax reports on
your side.

Demo Video
We've put together a demo of the

TrustFile product. In it, we upload sales
data in CSV form, review our sales tax
report, and generate a signature ready

return.

WATCH THE DEMO

Email
We love to hear from our visitors. Don't

hesitate to reach out with questions,
comments, or suggestions. We usually
respond within 24-hours of receiving

emails.

CONTACT US
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ECOMMERCE

Amazon

Big Cartel

Bigcommerce

eBay

Etsy

Highwire

PayPal

Shopify

Square

Woocommerce

STAY IN TOUCH

Facebook

Twitter

YouTube

LinkedIn

RESOURCES

Blog

Sales Tax Guides

Sales Tax Rates Lookup Tool

State Sales Tax Resources

Sales Tax Glossary

Learning Center !

Community Support

Sign Up Faster Filing How it Works Blog Contact Us Login "
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inspired by …

josh pollock 
@Josh412 

Josh’s WPMUDEV article 
“No More Cowboy Coding”:  

http://bit.ly/1xeLzMc

morten rand-hendriksen 
@mor10 

Morton’s talk at 
WordCamp Seattle 2014, 

“Web Design is a Process”: 
http://bit.ly/1FARoq7 
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• Syntactically Awesome Style Sheets 
• CSS pre-processor that extends the 

CSS language 
• Nest your selectors for easy-to-read, 

easy-to-update styles with much  
less repetition 

• Use variables, mixins, functions, and 
partials

sass
w sass-lang.com
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less v2.3.1 has been released - See what's new

StarStar 12,00112,001  ForkFork 2,7422,742

Less.js and these docs are maintained by the core less team.
Documentation source code released under the MIT License, documentation under CC BY 3.0.

Currently v2.3.1  ·  Less.js Issues  ·  Less Docs Issues  ·  Changelog

An overview of Less, how to download and use, examplesAn overview of Less, how to download and use, examples
and more.and more.

Getting startedGetting started

Getting StartedGetting Started

Using LessUsing Less

Command-line With RhinoCommand-line With Rhino

Client-side usageClient-side usage

Get Less.jsGet Less.js

License FAQsLicense FAQs

Less is a CSS pre-processor, meaning that it extends the CSS language, adding features that
allow variables, mixins, functions and many other techniques that allow you to make CSS that
is more maintainable, themable and extendable.

Less runs inside Node, in the browser and inside Rhino. There are also many 3rd party tools
that allow you to compile your files and watch for changes.

For example:

@base: #f938ab;

.box-shadow(@style, @c) when (iscolor(@c)) {
  -webkit-box-shadow: @style @c;
  box-shadow:         @style @c;
}
.box-shadow(@style, @alpha: 50%) when (isnumber(@alpha)) {
  .box-shadow(@style, rgba(0, 0, 0, @alpha));
}
.box {
  color: saturate(@base, 5%);
  border-color: lighten(@base, 30%);
  div { .box-shadow(0 0 5px, 30%) }
}

compiles to

.box {
  color: #fe33ac;
  border-color: #fdcdea;
}
.box div {
  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 0 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.3);
  box-shadow: 0 0 5px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.3);
}

Less can be used on the command line via npm, downloaded as a script file for the
browser or used in a wide variety of third party tools. See the Usage section for more
detailed information.

The easiest way to install Less on the server, is via npm, the node.js package manager, as so:

$ npm install -g less

Once installed, you can invoke the compiler from the command-line, as such:

$ lessc styles.less

This will output the compiled CSS to stdout , you may then redirect it to a file of your choice:

$ lessc styles.less > styles.css

To output minified CSS, simply pass the -x  option. If you would like more involved
minification, the Clean CSS is also available with the --clean-css  plugin.

To see all the command line options run lessc without parameters or see Usage.

You can invoke the compiler from node, as such:

var less = require('less');

less.render('.class { width: (1 + 1) }', function (e, output) {
  console.log(output.css);
});

which will output

.class {
  width: 2;
}

You may pass some options to the compiler:

var less = require('less');

less.render('.class { width: (1 + 1) }',
    {
      paths: ['.', './lib'],  // Specify search paths for @import directi
ves
      filename: 'style.less', // Specify a filename, for better error mes
sages
      compress: true          // Minify CSS output
    },
    function (e, output) {
       console.log(output.css);
    });

See Usage for more information.

See the Usage section for details of other tools.

Each less.js release contains also rhino-compatible version.

Command line rhino version requires two files:

less-rhino-.js - compiler implementation,
lessc-rhino-.js - command line support.

Command to run the compiler:

java -jar js.jar -f less-rhino-<version>.js lessc-rhino-<version>.js styl
es.less styles.css

This will compile styles.less file and save the result to styles.css file. The output file parameter
is optional. If it is missing, less will output the result to stdout .

Using less.js in the browser is great for development, but it's not recommended for
production

Client-side is the easiest way to get started and good for developing with Less, but in
production, when performance and reliability is important, we recommend pre-compiling using
node.js or one of the many third party tools available.

To start off, link your .less  stylesheets with the rel  attribute set to " stylesheet/less ":

<link rel="stylesheet/less" type="text/css" href="styles.less" />

Next, download less.js and include it in a <script></script>  tag in the <head>  element of
your page:

<script src="less.js" type="text/javascript"></script>

Make sure you include your stylesheets before the script.
When you link more than one .less  stylesheet each of them is compiled
independently. So any variables, mixins or namespaces you define in a stylesheet are
not accessible in any other.

Options are defined by setting them on a global less  object before the
<script src="less.js"></script> :

<!-- set options before less.js script -->
<script>
  less = {
    env: "development",
    async: false,
    fileAsync: false,
    poll: 1000,
    functions: {},
    dumpLineNumbers: "comments",
    relativeUrls: false,
    rootpath: ":/a.com/"
  };
</script>
<script src="less.js"></script>

Or for brevity they can be set as attributes on the script and link tags (requires JSON.parse
browser support or polyfill).

<script src="less.js" data-poll="1000" data-relative-urls="false"></scrip
t>
<link data-dump-line-numbers="all" data-global-vars='{ myvar: "#ddffee", 
mystr: "\"quoted\"" }' rel="stylesheet/less" type="text/css" href="less/s
tyles.less">

Learn more about Browser Options

Download Less.js v2.3.1

Download source code
Get the latest Less.js source code by downloading it directly from GitHub.

Clone or fork via GitHub
Fork the project and send us a pull request!

Install with Bower
Install the Less.js project and JavaScript by running the following in the command line:

bower install less

<script src="//cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/less.js/2.3.1/less.min.js">
</script>

Less.js is released under the Apache 2 License (though there are plans to dual license it).
Copyright 2009-2015, Alexis Sellier and the Less Core Team (see about). Boiled down to
smaller chunks, it can be described with the following conditions.

The full Less.js license is located in the project repository for more information.

Getting Started

Using Less

Installation

Command-line usage

Usage in Code

Configuration

Third party tools

Command-line With Rhino

Client-side usage

Tips

Browser Options

Get Less.js

Browser downloads



Less CDN

License FAQs

It allows you to:
Freely download and use Less.js, in whole or in part, for personal, company internal or
commercial purposes
Use Less.js in packages or distributions that you create

It forbids you to:
Redistribute any piece of Less.js without proper attribution

It requires you to:
Include a copy of the license in any redistribution you may make that includes Less.js
Provide clear attribution to The Less Core Team for any distributions that include
Less.js

It does not require you to:
Include the source of Less.js itself, or of any modifications you may have made to it, in
any redistribution you may assemble that includes it
Submit changes that you make to Less.js back to the Less.js project (though such
feedback is encouraged)

Language FeaturesLanguage Features Function ReferenceFunction Reference UsageUsage AboutAbout GitHub GitHub 

• Fewer features and abilities than Sass 

less
w lesscss.org
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Designed for everyone, everywhere.
Bootstrap makes front-end web development faster and easier. It's made for folks of all skill levels,

devices of all shapes, and projects of all sizes.

Bootstrap is open source. It's hosted, developed, and maintained on GitHub.

View the GitHub project

Built with Bootstrap.
Millions of amazing sites across the web are being built with Bootstrap. Get started on your own with

our growing collection of examples or by exploring some of our favorites.

We showcase dozens of inspiring projects built with Bootstrap on the Bootstrap Expo.

Explore the Expo

StarStar 79,10379,103  ForkFork 30,66230,662  Follow Follow @getbootstrap@getbootstrap 298K followers  TweetTweet 5,694

Designed and built with all the love in the world by @mdo and @fat.
Maintained by the core team with the help of our contributors.
Code licensed under MIT, documentation under CC BY 3.0.

Currently v3.3.4  ·  GitHub  ·  Examples  ·  v2.3.2 docs  ·  About  ·  Expo  ·  Blog  ·  Issues  ·  Releases

BB
Bootstrap is the most popular HTML, CSS, and JS framework forBootstrap is the most popular HTML, CSS, and JS framework for

developing responsive, mobile first projects on the web.developing responsive, mobile first projects on the web.

Download BootstrapDownload Bootstrap

Currently v3.3.4Currently v3.3.4

Advertising is hard. We doAdvertising is hard. We do
it all day. Let us teach youit all day. Let us teach you
what we’ve learned.what we’ve learned.

ads via ads via CarbonCarbon

Preprocessors
Bootstrap ships with vanilla CSS, but its source

code utilizes the two most popular CSS
preprocessors, Less and Sass. Quickly get started

with precompiled CSS or build on the source.

One framework, every device.
Bootstrap easily and efficiently scales your

websites and applications with a single code
base, from phones to tablets to desktops with

CSS media queries.

Full of features
With Bootstrap, you get extensive and beautiful

documentation for common HTML elements,
dozens of custom HTML and CSS components,

and awesome jQuery plugins.

Bootstrap Getting started CSS Components JavaScript Customize Expo Blog

• Most popular HTML, CSS, and JS 
framework for developing responsive, 
mobile-first projects on the web 

• Ubiquity makes it easier to port from a 
non-WordPress site into WordPress 

• Huge developer community

bootstrap
w getbootstrap.com
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StarStar 79,20979,209  ForkFork 30,73530,735  Follow Follow @getbootstrap@getbootstrap 299K followers  TweetTweet 5,700

Designed and built with all the love in the world by @mdo and @fat.
Maintained by the core team with the help of our contributors.
Code licensed under MIT, documentation under CC BY 3.0.

Currently v3.3.4  ·  GitHub  ·  Examples  ·  v2.3.2 docs  ·  About  ·  Expo  ·  Blog  ·  Issues  ·  Releases

CSSCSS
Global CSS settings, fundamental HTML elements styled and enhancedGlobal CSS settings, fundamental HTML elements styled and enhanced
with extensible classes, and an advanced grid system.with extensible classes, and an advanced grid system.

13 Of Them Are Free!13 Of Them Are Free!
Prices Are Starting FromPrices Are Starting From
$55, Free T-shirt Included$55, Free T-shirt Included
In The Pirate Club PlanIn The Pirate Club Plan

ads via ads via CarbonCarbon

Overview
Get the lowdown on the key pieces of Bootstrap's infrastructure, including our approach to
better, faster, stronger web development.

HTML5 doctype
Bootstrap makes use of certain HTML elements and CSS properties that require the use of the HTML5 doctype. Include it at the
beginning of all your projects.

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
  ...
</html>

Mobile first
With Bootstrap 2, we added optional mobile friendly styles for key aspects of the framework. With Bootstrap 3, we've rewritten the
project to be mobile friendly from the start. Instead of adding on optional mobile styles, they're baked right into the core. In fact,
Bootstrap is mobile first. Mobile first styles can be found throughout the entire library instead of in separate files.

To ensure proper rendering and touch zooming, add the viewport meta tag to your <head> .

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1">

You can disable zooming capabilities on mobile devices by adding user-scalable=no  to the viewport meta tag. This disables
zooming, meaning users are only able to scroll, and results in your site feeling a bit more like a native application. Overall, we don't
recommend this on every site, so use caution!

<meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1, maximum-scale=1, user-
scalable=no">

Typography and links
Bootstrap sets basic global display, typography, and link styles. Specifically, we:

Set background-color: #fff;  on the body
Use the @font-family-base , @font-size-base , and @line-height-base  attributes as our typographic base
Set the global link color via @link-color  and apply link underlines only on :hover

These styles can be found within scaffolding.less .

Normalize.css
For improved cross-browser rendering, we use Normalize.css, a project by Nicolas Gallagher and Jonathan Neal.

Containers
Bootstrap requires a containing element to wrap site contents and house our grid system. You may choose one of two containers to
use in your projects. Note that, due to padding  and more, neither container is nestable.

Use .container  for a responsive fixed width container.

<div class="container">
  ...
</div>

Use .container-fluid  for a full width container, spanning the entire width of your viewport.

<div class="container-fluid">
  ...
</div>

Grid system
Bootstrap includes a responsive, mobile first fluid grid system that appropriately scales up to
12 columns as the device or viewport size increases. It includes predefined classes for easy
layout options, as well as powerful mixins for generating more semantic layouts.

Introduction
Grid systems are used for creating page layouts through a series of rows and columns that house your content. Here's how the
Bootstrap grid system works:

Rows must be placed within a .container  (fixed-width) or .container-fluid  (full-width) for proper alignment and padding.
Use rows to create horizontal groups of columns.
Content should be placed within columns, and only columns may be immediate children of rows.
Predefined grid classes like .row  and .col-xs-4  are available for quickly making grid layouts. Less mixins can also be used
for more semantic layouts.
Columns create gutters (gaps between column content) via padding . That padding is offset in rows for the first and last column
via negative margin on .row s.
The negative margin is why the examples below are outdented. It's so that content within grid columns is lined up with non-grid
content.
Grid columns are created by specifying the number of twelve available columns you wish to span. For example, three equal
columns would use three .col-xs-4 .
If more than 12 columns are placed within a single row, each group of extra columns will, as one unit, wrap onto a new line.
Grid classes apply to devices with screen widths greater than or equal to the breakpoint sizes, and override grid classes targeted
at smaller devices. Therefore, e.g. applying any .col-md-*  class to an element will not only affect its styling on medium devices
but also on large devices if a .col-lg-*  class is not present.

Look to the examples for applying these principles to your code.

Media queries
We use the following media queries in our Less files to create the key breakpoints in our grid system.

/* Extra small devices (phones, less than 768px) */
/* No media query since this is the default in Bootstrap */

/* Small devices (tablets, 768px and up) */
@media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) { ... }

/* Medium devices (desktops, 992px and up) */
@media (min-width: @screen-md-min) { ... }

/* Large devices (large desktops, 1200px and up) */
@media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) { ... }

We occasionally expand on these media queries to include a max-width  to limit CSS to a narrower set of devices.

@media (max-width: @screen-xs-max) { ... }
@media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) and (max-width: @screen-sm-max) { ... }
@media (min-width: @screen-md-min) and (max-width: @screen-md-max) { ... }
@media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) { ... }

Grid options
See how aspects of the Bootstrap grid system work across multiple devices with a handy table.

Extra small devices
Phones (<768px)

Small devices Tablets
(≥768px)

Medium devices Desktops
(≥992px)

Large devices Desktops
(≥1200px)

Grid behavior Horizontal at all times Collapsed to start, horizontal above breakpoints

Container width None (auto) 750px 970px 1170px

Class prefix .col-xs- .col-sm- .col-md- .col-lg-

# of columns 12

Column width Auto ~62px ~81px ~97px

Gutter width 30px (15px on each side of a column)

Nestable Yes

Offsets Yes

Column ordering Yes

Example: Stacked-to-horizontal
Using a single set of .col-md-*  grid classes, you can create a basic grid system that starts out stacked on mobile devices and tablet
devices (the extra small to small range) before becoming horizontal on desktop (medium) devices. Place grid columns in any .row .

<div class="row">
  <div class="col-md-1">.col-md-1</div>
  <div class="col-md-1">.col-md-1</div>
  <div class="col-md-1">.col-md-1</div>
  <div class="col-md-1">.col-md-1</div>
  <div class="col-md-1">.col-md-1</div>
  <div class="col-md-1">.col-md-1</div>
  <div class="col-md-1">.col-md-1</div>
  <div class="col-md-1">.col-md-1</div>
  <div class="col-md-1">.col-md-1</div>
  <div class="col-md-1">.col-md-1</div>
  <div class="col-md-1">.col-md-1</div>
  <div class="col-md-1">.col-md-1</div>
</div>
<div class="row">
  <div class="col-md-8">.col-md-8</div>
  <div class="col-md-4">.col-md-4</div>
</div>
<div class="row">
  <div class="col-md-4">.col-md-4</div>
  <div class="col-md-4">.col-md-4</div>
  <div class="col-md-4">.col-md-4</div>
</div>
<div class="row">
  <div class="col-md-6">.col-md-6</div>
  <div class="col-md-6">.col-md-6</div>
</div>

Example: Fluid container
Turn any fixed-width grid layout into a full-width layout by changing your outermost .container  to .container-fluid .

<div class="container-fluid">
  <div class="row">
    ...
  </div>
</div>

Example: Mobile and desktop
Don't want your columns to simply stack in smaller devices? Use the extra small and medium device grid classes by adding .col-xs-
*  .col-md-*  to your columns. See the example below for a better idea of how it all works.

<!-- Stack the columns on mobile by making one full-width and the other half-width -->
<div class="row">
  <div class="col-xs-12 col-md-8">.col-xs-12 .col-md-8</div>
  <div class="col-xs-6 col-md-4">.col-xs-6 .col-md-4</div>
</div>

<!-- Columns start at 50% wide on mobile and bump up to 33.3% wide on desktop -->
<div class="row">
  <div class="col-xs-6 col-md-4">.col-xs-6 .col-md-4</div>
  <div class="col-xs-6 col-md-4">.col-xs-6 .col-md-4</div>
  <div class="col-xs-6 col-md-4">.col-xs-6 .col-md-4</div>
</div>

<!-- Columns are always 50% wide, on mobile and desktop -->
<div class="row">
  <div class="col-xs-6">.col-xs-6</div>
  <div class="col-xs-6">.col-xs-6</div>
</div>

Example: Mobile, tablet, desktop
Build on the previous example by creating even more dynamic and powerful layouts with tablet .col-sm-*  classes.

<div class="row">
  <div class="col-xs-12 col-sm-6 col-md-8">.col-xs-12 .col-sm-6 .col-md-8</div>
  <div class="col-xs-6 col-md-4">.col-xs-6 .col-md-4</div>
</div>
<div class="row">
  <div class="col-xs-6 col-sm-4">.col-xs-6 .col-sm-4</div>
  <div class="col-xs-6 col-sm-4">.col-xs-6 .col-sm-4</div>
  <!-- Optional: clear the XS cols if their content doesn't match in height -->
  <div class="clearfix visible-xs-block"></div>
  <div class="col-xs-6 col-sm-4">.col-xs-6 .col-sm-4</div>
</div>

Example: Column wrapping
If more than 12 columns are placed within a single row, each group of extra columns will, as one unit, wrap onto a new line.

<div class="row">
  <div class="col-xs-9">.col-xs-9</div>
  <div class="col-xs-4">.col-xs-4<br>Since 9 + 4 = 13 &gt; 12, this 4-column-wide div gets wrapped 
onto a new line as one contiguous unit.</div>
  <div class="col-xs-6">.col-xs-6<br>Subsequent columns continue along the new line.</div>
</div>

Responsive column resets
With the four tiers of grids available you're bound to run into issues where, at certain breakpoints, your columns don't clear quite right
as one is taller than the other. To fix that, use a combination of a .clearfix  and our responsive utility classes.

<div class="row">
  <div class="col-xs-6 col-sm-3">.col-xs-6 .col-sm-3</div>
  <div class="col-xs-6 col-sm-3">.col-xs-6 .col-sm-3</div>

  <!-- Add the extra clearfix for only the required viewport -->
  <div class="clearfix visible-xs-block"></div>

  <div class="col-xs-6 col-sm-3">.col-xs-6 .col-sm-3</div>
  <div class="col-xs-6 col-sm-3">.col-xs-6 .col-sm-3</div>
</div>

In addition to column clearing at responsive breakpoints, you may need to reset offsets, pushes, or pulls. See this in action in the grid
example.

<div class="row">
  <div class="col-sm-5 col-md-6">.col-sm-5 .col-md-6</div>
  <div class="col-sm-5 col-sm-offset-2 col-md-6 col-md-offset-0">.col-sm-5 .col-sm-offset-2 .col-
md-6 .col-md-offset-0</div>
</div>

<div class="row">
  <div class="col-sm-6 col-md-5 col-lg-6">.col-sm-6 .col-md-5 .col-lg-6</div>
  <div class="col-sm-6 col-md-5 col-md-offset-2 col-lg-6 col-lg-offset-0">.col-sm-6 .col-md-5 
.col-md-offset-2 .col-lg-6 .col-lg-offset-0</div>
</div>

Offsetting columns
Move columns to the right using .col-md-offset-*  classes. These classes increase the left margin of a column by *  columns. For
example, .col-md-offset-4  moves .col-md-4  over four columns.

<div class="row">
  <div class="col-md-4">.col-md-4</div>
  <div class="col-md-4 col-md-offset-4">.col-md-4 .col-md-offset-4</div>
</div>
<div class="row">
  <div class="col-md-3 col-md-offset-3">.col-md-3 .col-md-offset-3</div>
  <div class="col-md-3 col-md-offset-3">.col-md-3 .col-md-offset-3</div>
</div>
<div class="row">
  <div class="col-md-6 col-md-offset-3">.col-md-6 .col-md-offset-3</div>
</div>

Nesting columns
To nest your content with the default grid, add a new .row  and set of .col-sm-*  columns within an existing .col-sm-*  column.
Nested rows should include a set of columns that add up to 12 or fewer (it is not required that you use all 12 available columns).

<div class="row">
  <div class="col-sm-9">
    Level 1: .col-sm-9
    <div class="row">
      <div class="col-xs-8 col-sm-6">
        Level 2: .col-xs-8 .col-sm-6
      </div>
      <div class="col-xs-4 col-sm-6">
        Level 2: .col-xs-4 .col-sm-6
      </div>
    </div>
  </div>
</div>

Column ordering
Easily change the order of our built-in grid columns with .col-md-push-*  and .col-md-pull-*  modifier classes.

<div class="row">
  <div class="col-md-9 col-md-push-3">.col-md-9 .col-md-push-3</div>
  <div class="col-md-3 col-md-pull-9">.col-md-3 .col-md-pull-9</div>
</div>

Less mixins and variables
In addition to prebuilt grid classes for fast layouts, Bootstrap includes Less variables and mixins for quickly generating your own
simple, semantic layouts.

Variables
Variables determine the number of columns, the gutter width, and the media query point at which to begin floating columns. We use
these to generate the predefined grid classes documented above, as well as for the custom mixins listed below.

@grid-columns:              12;
@grid-gutter-width:         30px;
@grid-float-breakpoint:     768px;

Mixins
Mixins are used in conjunction with the grid variables to generate semantic CSS for individual grid columns.

// Creates a wrapper for a series of columns
.make-row(@gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {
  // Then clear the floated columns
  .clearfix();

  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {
    margin-left:  (@gutter / -2);
    margin-right: (@gutter / -2);
  }

  // Negative margin nested rows out to align the content of columns
  .row {
    margin-left:  (@gutter / -2);
    margin-right: (@gutter / -2);
  }
}

// Generate the extra small columns
.make-xs-column(@columns; @gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {
  position: relative;
  // Prevent columns from collapsing when empty
  min-height: 1px;
  // Inner gutter via padding
  padding-left:  (@gutter / 2);
  padding-right: (@gutter / 2);

  // Calculate width based on number of columns available
  @media (min-width: @grid-float-breakpoint) {
    float: left;
    width: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}

// Generate the small columns
.make-sm-column(@columns; @gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {
  position: relative;
  // Prevent columns from collapsing when empty
  min-height: 1px;
  // Inner gutter via padding
  padding-left:  (@gutter / 2);
  padding-right: (@gutter / 2);

  // Calculate width based on number of columns available
  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {
    float: left;
    width: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}

// Generate the small column offsets
.make-sm-column-offset(@columns) {
  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {
    margin-left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}
.make-sm-column-push(@columns) {
  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {
    left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}
.make-sm-column-pull(@columns) {
  @media (min-width: @screen-sm-min) {
    right: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}

// Generate the medium columns
.make-md-column(@columns; @gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {
  position: relative;
  // Prevent columns from collapsing when empty
  min-height: 1px;
  // Inner gutter via padding
  padding-left:  (@gutter / 2);
  padding-right: (@gutter / 2);

  // Calculate width based on number of columns available
  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {
    float: left;
    width: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}

// Generate the medium column offsets
.make-md-column-offset(@columns) {
  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {
    margin-left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}
.make-md-column-push(@columns) {
  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {
    left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}
.make-md-column-pull(@columns) {
  @media (min-width: @screen-md-min) {
    right: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}

// Generate the large columns
.make-lg-column(@columns; @gutter: @grid-gutter-width) {
  position: relative;
  // Prevent columns from collapsing when empty
  min-height: 1px;
  // Inner gutter via padding
  padding-left:  (@gutter / 2);
  padding-right: (@gutter / 2);

  // Calculate width based on number of columns available
  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {
    float: left;
    width: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}

// Generate the large column offsets
.make-lg-column-offset(@columns) {
  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {
    margin-left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}
.make-lg-column-push(@columns) {
  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {
    left: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}
.make-lg-column-pull(@columns) {
  @media (min-width: @screen-lg-min) {
    right: percentage((@columns / @grid-columns));
  }
}

Example usage
You can modify the variables to your own custom values, or just use the mixins with their default values. Here's an example of using the
default settings to create a two-column layout with a gap between.

.wrapper {
  .make-row();
}
.content-main {
  .make-lg-column(8);
}
.content-secondary {
  .make-lg-column(3);
  .make-lg-column-offset(1);
}

<div class="wrapper">
  <div class="content-main">...</div>
  <div class="content-secondary">...</div>
</div>

Typography
Headings
All HTML headings, <h1>  through <h6> , are available. .h1  through .h6  classes are also available, for when you want to match the
font styling of a heading but still want your text to be displayed inline.

<h1>h1. Bootstrap heading</h1>
<h2>h2. Bootstrap heading</h2>
<h3>h3. Bootstrap heading</h3>
<h4>h4. Bootstrap heading</h4>
<h5>h5. Bootstrap heading</h5>
<h6>h6. Bootstrap heading</h6>

Create lighter, secondary text in any heading with a generic <small>  tag or the .small  class.

<h1>h1. Bootstrap heading <small>Secondary text</small></h1>
<h2>h2. Bootstrap heading <small>Secondary text</small></h2>
<h3>h3. Bootstrap heading <small>Secondary text</small></h3>
<h4>h4. Bootstrap heading <small>Secondary text</small></h4>
<h5>h5. Bootstrap heading <small>Secondary text</small></h5>
<h6>h6. Bootstrap heading <small>Secondary text</small></h6>

Body copy
Bootstrap's global default font-size  is 14px, with a line-height  of 1.428. This is applied to the <body>  and all paragraphs. In
addition, <p>  (paragraphs) receive a bottom margin of half their computed line-height (10px by default).

<p>...</p>

Lead body copy
Make a paragraph stand out by adding .lead .

<p class="lead">...</p>

Built with Less
The typographic scale is based on two Less variables in variables.less: @font-size-base  and @line-height-base . The first is the
base font-size used throughout and the second is the base line-height. We use those variables and some simple math to create the
margins, paddings, and line-heights of all our type and more. Customize them and Bootstrap adapts.

Inline text elements
Marked text
For highlighting a run of text due to its relevance in another context, use the <mark>  tag.

You can use the mark tag to <mark>highlight</mark> text.

Deleted text
For indicating blocks of text that have been deleted use the <del>  tag.

<del>This line of text is meant to be treated as deleted text.</del>

Strikethrough text
For indicating blocks of text that are no longer relevant use the <s>  tag.

<s>This line of text is meant to be treated as no longer accurate.</s>

Inserted text
For indicating additions to the document use the <ins>  tag.

<ins>This line of text is meant to be treated as an addition to the document.</ins>

Underlined text
To underline text use the <u>  tag.

<u>This line of text will render as underlined</u>

Make use of HTML's default emphasis tags with lightweight styles.

Small text
For de-emphasizing inline or blocks of text, use the <small>  tag to set text at 85% the size of the parent. Heading elements receive
their own font-size  for nested <small>  elements.

You may alternatively use an inline element with .small  in place of any <small> .

<small>This line of text is meant to be treated as fine print.</small>

Bold
For emphasizing a snippet of text with a heavier font-weight.

<strong>rendered as bold text</strong>

Italics
For emphasizing a snippet of text with italics.

<em>rendered as italicized text</em>

Alternate elements
Feel free to use <b>  and <i>  in HTML5. <b>  is meant to highlight words or phrases without conveying additional importance
while <i>  is mostly for voice, technical terms, etc.

Alignment classes
Easily realign text to components with text alignment classes.

<p class="text-left">Left aligned text.</p>
<p class="text-center">Center aligned text.</p>
<p class="text-right">Right aligned text.</p>
<p class="text-justify">Justified text.</p>
<p class="text-nowrap">No wrap text.</p>

Transformation classes
Transform text in components with text capitalization classes.

<p class="text-lowercase">Lowercased text.</p>
<p class="text-uppercase">Uppercased text.</p>
<p class="text-capitalize">Capitalized text.</p>

Abbreviations
Stylized implementation of HTML's <abbr>  element for abbreviations and acronyms to show the expanded version on hover.
Abbreviations with a title  attribute have a light dotted bottom border and a help cursor on hover, providing additional context on
hover and to users of assistive technologies.

Basic abbreviation

<abbr title="attribute">attr</abbr>

Initialism
Add .initialism  to an abbreviation for a slightly smaller font-size.

<abbr title="HyperText Markup Language" class="initialism">HTML</abbr>

Addresses
Present contact information for the nearest ancestor or the entire body of work. Preserve formatting by ending all lines with <br> .

<address>
  <strong>Twitter, Inc.</strong><br>
  795 Folsom Ave, Suite 600<br>
  San Francisco, CA 94107<br>
  <abbr title="Phone">P:</abbr> (123) 456-7890
</address>

<address>
  <strong>Full Name</strong><br>
  <a href="mailto:#">first.last@example.com</a>
</address>

Blockquotes
For quoting blocks of content from another source within your document.

Default blockquote
Wrap <blockquote>  around any HTML as the quote. For straight quotes, we recommend a <p> .

<blockquote>
  <p>Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Integer posuere erat a ante.</p>
</blockquote>

Blockquote options
Style and content changes for simple variations on a standard <blockquote> .

Naming a source
Add a <footer>  for identifying the source. Wrap the name of the source work in <cite> .

<blockquote>
  <p>Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Integer posuere erat a ante.</p>
  <footer>Someone famous in <cite title="Source Title">Source Title</cite></footer>
</blockquote>

Alternate displays
Add .blockquote-reverse  for a blockquote with right-aligned content.

<blockquote class="blockquote-reverse">
  ...
</blockquote>

Lists
Unordered
A list of items in which the order does not explicitly matter.

<ul>
  <li>...</li>
</ul>

Ordered
A list of items in which the order does explicitly matter.

<ol>
  <li>...</li>
</ol>

Unstyled
Remove the default list-style  and left margin on list items (immediate children only). This only applies to immediate children list
items, meaning you will need to add the class for any nested lists as well.

<ul class="list-unstyled">
  <li>...</li>
</ul>

Inline
Place all list items on a single line with display: inline-block;  and some light padding.

<ul class="list-inline">
  <li>...</li>
</ul>

Description
A list of terms with their associated descriptions.

<dl>
  <dt>...</dt>
  <dd>...</dd>
</dl>

Horizontal description
Make terms and descriptions in <dl>  line up side-by-side. Starts off stacked like default <dl> s, but when the navbar expands, so do
these.

<dl class="dl-horizontal">
  <dt>...</dt>
  <dd>...</dd>
</dl>

Auto-truncating
Horizontal description lists will truncate terms that are too long to fit in the left column with text-overflow . In narrower
viewports, they will change to the default stacked layout.

Code
Inline
Wrap inline snippets of code with <code> .

For example, <code>&lt;section&gt;</code> should be wrapped as inline.

User input
Use the <kbd>  to indicate input that is typically entered via keyboard.

To switch directories, type <kbd>cd</kbd> followed by the name of the directory.<br>
To edit settings, press <kbd><kbd>ctrl</kbd> + <kbd>,</kbd></kbd>

Basic block
Use <pre>  for multiple lines of code. Be sure to escape any angle brackets in the code for proper rendering.

<pre>&lt;p&gt;Sample text here...&lt;/p&gt;</pre>

You may optionally add the .pre-scrollable  class, which will set a max-height of 350px and provide a y-axis scrollbar.

Variables
For indicating variables use the <var>  tag.

<var>y</var> = <var>m</var><var>x</var> + <var>b</var>

Sample output
For indicating blocks sample output from a program use the <samp>  tag.

<samp>This text is meant to be treated as sample output from a computer program.</samp>

Tables
Basic example
For basic styling—light padding and only horizontal dividers—add the base class .table  to any <table> . It may seem super
redundant, but given the widespread use of tables for other plugins like calendars and date pickers, we've opted to isolate our custom
table styles.

<table class="table">
  ...
</table>

Striped rows
Use .table-striped  to add zebra-striping to any table row within the <tbody> .

Cross-browser compatibility
Striped tables are styled via the :nth-child  CSS selector, which is not available in Internet Explorer 8.

<table class="table table-striped">
  ...
</table>

Bordered table
Add .table-bordered  for borders on all sides of the table and cells.

<table class="table table-bordered">
  ...
</table>

Hover rows
Add .table-hover  to enable a hover state on table rows within a <tbody> .

<table class="table table-hover">
  ...
</table>

Condensed table
Add .table-condensed  to make tables more compact by cutting cell padding in half.

<table class="table table-condensed">
  ...
</table>

Contextual classes
Use contextual classes to color table rows or individual cells.

Class Description

.active Applies the hover color to a particular row or cell

.success Indicates a successful or positive action

.info Indicates a neutral informative change or action

.warning Indicates a warning that might need attention

.danger Indicates a dangerous or potentially negative action

<!-- On rows -->
<tr class="active">...</tr>
<tr class="success">...</tr>
<tr class="warning">...</tr>
<tr class="danger">...</tr>
<tr class="info">...</tr>

<!-- On cells (`td` or `th`) -->
<tr>
  <td class="active">...</td>
  <td class="success">...</td>
  <td class="warning">...</td>
  <td class="danger">...</td>
  <td class="info">...</td>
</tr>

Conveying meaning to assistive technologies
Using color to add meaning to a table row or individual cell only provides a visual indication, which will not be conveyed to users
of assistive technologies – such as screen readers. Ensure that information denoted by the color is either obvious from the
content itself (the visible text in the relevant table row/cell), or is included through alternative means, such as additional text
hidden with the .sr-only  class.

Responsive tables
Create responsive tables by wrapping any .table  in .table-responsive  to make them scroll horizontally on small devices (under
768px). When viewing on anything larger than 768px wide, you will not see any difference in these tables.

Vertical clipping/truncation
Responsive tables make use of overflow-y: hidden , which clips off any content that goes beyond the bottom or top edges
of the table. In particular, this can clip off dropdown menus and other third-party widgets.

Firefox and fieldsets
Firefox has some awkward fieldset styling involving width  that interferes with the responsive table. This cannot be overriden
without a Firefox-specific hack that we don't provide in Bootstrap:

@-moz-document url-prefix() {
  fieldset { display: table-cell; }
}

For more information, read this Stack Overflow answer.

<div class="table-responsive">
  <table class="table">
    ...
  </table>
</div>

Forms
Basic example
Individual form controls automatically receive some global styling. All textual <input> , <textarea> , and <select>  elements with
.form-control  are set to width: 100%;  by default. Wrap labels and controls in .form-group  for optimum spacing.

<form>
  <div class="form-group">
    <label for="exampleInputEmail1">Email address</label>
    <input type="email" class="form-control" id="exampleInputEmail1" placeholder="Enter email">
  </div>
  <div class="form-group">
    <label for="exampleInputPassword1">Password</label>
    <input type="password" class="form-control" id="exampleInputPassword1" placeholder="Password">
  </div>
  <div class="form-group">
    <label for="exampleInputFile">File input</label>
    <input type="file" id="exampleInputFile">
    <p class="help-block">Example block-level help text here.</p>
  </div>
  <div class="checkbox">
    <label>
      <input type="checkbox"> Check me out
    </label>
  </div>
  <button type="submit" class="btn btn-default">Submit</button>
</form>

Don't mix form groups with input groups
Do not mix form groups directly with input groups. Instead, nest the input group inside of the form group.

Inline form
Add .form-inline  to your form (which doesn't have to be a <form> ) for left-aligned and inline-block controls. This only applies to
forms within viewports that are at least 768px wide.

May require custom widths
Inputs and selects have width: 100%;  applied by default in Bootstrap. Within inline forms, we reset that to width: auto;
so multiple controls can reside on the same line. Depending on your layout, additional custom widths may be required.

Always add labels
Screen readers will have trouble with your forms if you don't include a label for every input. For these inline forms, you can hide
the labels using the .sr-only  class. There are further alternative methods of providing a label for assistive technologies, such
as the aria-label , aria-labelledby  or title  attribute. If none of these is present, screen readers may resort to using
the placeholder  attribute, if present, but note that use of placeholder  as a replacement for other labelling methods is not
advised.

<form class="form-inline">
  <div class="form-group">
    <label for="exampleInputName2">Name</label>
    <input type="text" class="form-control" id="exampleInputName2" placeholder="Jane Doe">
  </div>
  <div class="form-group">
    <label for="exampleInputEmail2">Email</label>
    <input type="email" class="form-control" id="exampleInputEmail2" 
placeholder="jane.doe@example.com">
  </div>
  <button type="submit" class="btn btn-default">Send invitation</button>
</form>

<form class="form-inline">
  <div class="form-group">
    <label class="sr-only" for="exampleInputEmail3">Email address</label>
    <input type="email" class="form-control" id="exampleInputEmail3" placeholder="Enter email">
  </div>
  <div class="form-group">
    <label class="sr-only" for="exampleInputPassword3">Password</label>
    <input type="password" class="form-control" id="exampleInputPassword3" placeholder="Password">
  </div>
  <div class="checkbox">
    <label>
      <input type="checkbox"> Remember me
    </label>
  </div>
  <button type="submit" class="btn btn-default">Sign in</button>
</form>

<form class="form-inline">
  <div class="form-group">
    <label class="sr-only" for="exampleInputAmount">Amount (in dollars)</label>
    <div class="input-group">
      <div class="input-group-addon">$</div>
      <input type="text" class="form-control" id="exampleInputAmount" placeholder="Amount">
      <div class="input-group-addon">.00</div>
    </div>
  </div>
  <button type="submit" class="btn btn-primary">Transfer cash</button>
</form>

Horizontal form
Use Bootstrap's predefined grid classes to align labels and groups of form controls in a horizontal layout by adding .form-
horizontal  to the form (which doesn't have to be a <form> ). Doing so changes .form-group s to behave as grid rows, so no need
for .row .

<form class="form-horizontal">
  <div class="form-group">
    <label for="inputEmail3" class="col-sm-2 control-label">Email</label>
    <div class="col-sm-10">
      <input type="email" class="form-control" id="inputEmail3" placeholder="Email">
    </div>
  </div>
  <div class="form-group">
    <label for="inputPassword3" class="col-sm-2 control-label">Password</label>
    <div class="col-sm-10">
      <input type="password" class="form-control" id="inputPassword3" placeholder="Password">
    </div>
  </div>
  <div class="form-group">
    <div class="col-sm-offset-2 col-sm-10">
      <div class="checkbox">
        <label>
          <input type="checkbox"> Remember me
        </label>
      </div>
    </div>
  </div>
  <div class="form-group">
    <div class="col-sm-offset-2 col-sm-10">
      <button type="submit" class="btn btn-default">Sign in</button>
    </div>
  </div>
</form>

Supported controls
Examples of standard form controls supported in an example form layout.

Inputs
Most common form control, text-based input fields. Includes support for all HTML5 types: text , password , datetime , datetime-
local , date , month , time , week , number , email , url , search , tel , and color .

Type declaration required
Inputs will only be fully styled if their type  is properly declared.

<input type="text" class="form-control" placeholder="Text input">

Input groups
To add integrated text or buttons before and/or after any text-based <input> , check out the input group component.

Textarea
Form control which supports multiple lines of text. Change rows  attribute as necessary.

<textarea class="form-control" rows="3"></textarea>

Checkboxes and radios
Checkboxes are for selecting one or several options in a list, while radios are for selecting one option from many.

A checkbox or radio with the disabled  attribute will be styled appropriately. To have the <label>  for the checkbox or radio also
display a "not-allowed" cursor when the user hovers over the label, add the .disabled  class to your .radio , .radio-inline ,
.checkbox , .checkbox-inline , or <fieldset> .

Default (stacked)

<div class="checkbox">
  <label>
    <input type="checkbox" value="">
    Option one is this and that&mdash;be sure to include why it's great
  </label>
</div>
<div class="checkbox disabled">
  <label>
    <input type="checkbox" value="" disabled>
    Option two is disabled
  </label>
</div>

<div class="radio">
  <label>
    <input type="radio" name="optionsRadios" id="optionsRadios1" value="option1" checked>
    Option one is this and that&mdash;be sure to include why it's great
  </label>
</div>
<div class="radio">
  <label>
    <input type="radio" name="optionsRadios" id="optionsRadios2" value="option2">
    Option two can be something else and selecting it will deselect option one
  </label>
</div>
<div class="radio disabled">
  <label>
    <input type="radio" name="optionsRadios" id="optionsRadios3" value="option3" disabled>
    Option three is disabled
  </label>
</div>

Inline checkboxes and radios
Use the .checkbox-inline  or .radio-inline  classes on a series of checkboxes or radios for controls that appear on the same
line.

<label class="checkbox-inline">
  <input type="checkbox" id="inlineCheckbox1" value="option1"> 1
</label>
<label class="checkbox-inline">
  <input type="checkbox" id="inlineCheckbox2" value="option2"> 2
</label>
<label class="checkbox-inline">
  <input type="checkbox" id="inlineCheckbox3" value="option3"> 3
</label>

<label class="radio-inline">
  <input type="radio" name="inlineRadioOptions" id="inlineRadio1" value="option1"> 1
</label>
<label class="radio-inline">
  <input type="radio" name="inlineRadioOptions" id="inlineRadio2" value="option2"> 2
</label>
<label class="radio-inline">
  <input type="radio" name="inlineRadioOptions" id="inlineRadio3" value="option3"> 3
</label>

Checkboxes and radios without label text
Should you have no text within the <label> , the input is positioned as you'd expect. Currently only works on non-inline
checkboxes and radios. Remember to still provide some form of label for assistive technologies (for instance, using aria-label ).

<div class="checkbox">
  <label>
    <input type="checkbox" id="blankCheckbox" value="option1" aria-label="...">
  </label>
</div>
<div class="radio">
  <label>
    <input type="radio" name="blankRadio" id="blankRadio1" value="option1" aria-label="...">
  </label>
</div>

Selects
Note that many native select menus—namely in Safari and Chrome—have rounded corners that cannot be modified via border-
radius  properties.

<select class="form-control">
  <option>1</option>
  <option>2</option>
  <option>3</option>
  <option>4</option>
  <option>5</option>
</select>

For <select>  controls with the multiple  attribute, multiple options are shown by default.

<select multiple class="form-control">
  <option>1</option>
  <option>2</option>
  <option>3</option>
  <option>4</option>
  <option>5</option>
</select>

Static control
When you need to place plain text next to a form label within a form, use the .form-control-static  class on a <p> .

<form class="form-horizontal">
  <div class="form-group">
    <label class="col-sm-2 control-label">Email</label>
    <div class="col-sm-10">
      <p class="form-control-static">email@example.com</p>
    </div>
  </div>
  <div class="form-group">
    <label for="inputPassword" class="col-sm-2 control-label">Password</label>
    <div class="col-sm-10">
      <input type="password" class="form-control" id="inputPassword" placeholder="Password">
    </div>
  </div>
</form>

<form class="form-inline">
  <div class="form-group">
    <label class="sr-only">Email</label>
    <p class="form-control-static">email@example.com</p>
  </div>
  <div class="form-group">
    <label for="inputPassword2" class="sr-only">Password</label>
    <input type="password" class="form-control" id="inputPassword2" placeholder="Password">
  </div>
  <button type="submit" class="btn btn-default">Confirm identity</button>
</form>

Focus state
We remove the default outline  styles on some form controls and apply a box-shadow  in its place for :focus .

Demo :focus  state
The above example input uses custom styles in our documentation to demonstrate the :focus  state on a .form-control .

Disabled state
Add the disabled  boolean attribute on an input to prevent user interactions. Disabled inputs appear lighter and add a not-allowed
cursor.

<input class="form-control" id="disabledInput" type="text" placeholder="Disabled input here..." 
disabled>

Disabled fieldsets
Add the disabled  attribute to a <fieldset>  to disable all the controls within the <fieldset>  at once.

Caveat about link functionality of <a>
By default, browsers will treat all native form controls ( <input> , <select>  and <button>  elements) inside a <fieldset
disabled>  as disabled, preventing both keyboard and mouse interactions on them. However, if your form also includes <a
... class="btn btn-*">  elements, these will only be given a style of pointer-events: none . As noted in the section
about disabled state for buttons (and specifically in the sub-section for anchor elements), this CSS property is not yet
standardized and isn't fully supported in Opera 18 and below, or in Internet Explorer 11, and won't prevent keyboard users from
being able to focus or activate these links. So to be safe, use custom JavaScript to disable such links.

Cross-browser compatibility
While Bootstrap will apply these styles in all browsers, Internet Explorer 11 and below don't fully support the disabled
attribute on a <fieldset> . Use custom JavaScript to disable the fieldset in these browsers.

<form>
  <fieldset disabled>
    <div class="form-group">
      <label for="disabledTextInput">Disabled input</label>
      <input type="text" id="disabledTextInput" class="form-control" placeholder="Disabled input">
    </div>
    <div class="form-group">
      <label for="disabledSelect">Disabled select menu</label>
      <select id="disabledSelect" class="form-control">
        <option>Disabled select</option>
      </select>
    </div>
    <div class="checkbox">
      <label>
        <input type="checkbox"> Can't check this
      </label>
    </div>
    <button type="submit" class="btn btn-primary">Submit</button>
  </fieldset>
</form>

Readonly state
Add the readonly  boolean attribute on an input to prevent modification of the input's value. Read-only inputs appear lighter (just like
disabled inputs), but retain the standard cursor.

<input class="form-control" type="text" placeholder="Readonly input here…" readonly>

Validation states
Bootstrap includes validation styles for error, warning, and success states on form controls. To use, add .has-warning , .has-
error , or .has-success  to the parent element. Any .control-label , .form-control , and .help-block  within that element
will receive the validation styles.

Conveying validation state to assistive technologies and colorblind users
Using these validation styles to denote the state of a form control only provides a visual, color-based indication, which will not
be conveyed to users of assistive technologies - such as screen readers - or to colorblind users.

Ensure that an alternative indication of state is also provided. For instance, you can include a hint about state in the form
control's <label>  text itself (as is the case in the following code example), include a Glyphicon (with appropriate alternative
text using the .sr-only  class - see the Glyphicon examples), or by providing an additional help text block. Specifically for
assistive technologies, invalid form controls can also be assigned an aria-invalid="true"  attribute.

<div class="form-group has-success">
  <label class="control-label" for="inputSuccess1">Input with success</label>
  <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputSuccess1">
</div>
<div class="form-group has-warning">
  <label class="control-label" for="inputWarning1">Input with warning</label>
  <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputWarning1">
</div>
<div class="form-group has-error">
  <label class="control-label" for="inputError1">Input with error</label>
  <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputError1">
</div>
<div class="has-success">
  <div class="checkbox">
    <label>
      <input type="checkbox" id="checkboxSuccess" value="option1">
      Checkbox with success
    </label>
  </div>
</div>
<div class="has-warning">
  <div class="checkbox">
    <label>
      <input type="checkbox" id="checkboxWarning" value="option1">
      Checkbox with warning
    </label>
  </div>
</div>
<div class="has-error">
  <div class="checkbox">
    <label>
      <input type="checkbox" id="checkboxError" value="option1">
      Checkbox with error
    </label>
  </div>
</div>

With optional icons
You can also add optional feedback icons with the addition of .has-feedback  and the right icon.

Feedback icons only work with textual <input class="form-control">  elements.

Icons, labels, and input groups
Manual positioning of feedback icons is required for inputs without a label and for input groups with an add-on on the right. You
are strongly encouraged to provide labels for all inputs for accessibility reasons. If you wish to prevent labels from being
displayed, hide them with the .sr-only  class. If you must do without labels, adjust the top  value of the feedback icon. For
input groups, adjust the right  value to an appropriate pixel value depending on the width of your addon.

Conveying the icon's meaning to assistive technologies
To ensure that assistive technologies – such as screen readers – correctly convey the meaning of an icon, additional hidden text
should be included with the .sr-only  class and explicitly associated with the form control it relates to using aria-
describedby . Alternatively, ensure that the meaning (for instance, the fact that there is a warning for a particular text entry
field) is conveyed in some other form, such as changing the text of the actual <label>  associated with the form control.

Although the following examples already mention the validation state of their respective form controls in the <label>  text
itself, the above technique (using .sr-only  text and aria-describedby ) has been included for illustrative purposes.

<div class="form-group has-success has-feedback">
  <label class="control-label" for="inputSuccess2">Input with success</label>
  <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputSuccess2" aria-
describedby="inputSuccess2Status">
  <span class="glyphicon glyphicon-ok form-control-feedback" aria-hidden="true"></span>
  <span id="inputSuccess2Status" class="sr-only">(success)</span>
</div>
<div class="form-group has-warning has-feedback">
  <label class="control-label" for="inputWarning2">Input with warning</label>
  <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputWarning2" aria-
describedby="inputWarning2Status">
  <span class="glyphicon glyphicon-warning-sign form-control-feedback" aria-hidden="true"></span>
  <span id="inputWarning2Status" class="sr-only">(warning)</span>
</div>
<div class="form-group has-error has-feedback">
  <label class="control-label" for="inputError2">Input with error</label>
  <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputError2" aria-describedby="inputError2Status">
  <span class="glyphicon glyphicon-remove form-control-feedback" aria-hidden="true"></span>
  <span id="inputError2Status" class="sr-only">(error)</span>
</div>
<div class="form-group has-success has-feedback">
  <label class="control-label" for="inputGroupSuccess1">Input group with success</label>
  <div class="input-group">
    <span class="input-group-addon">@</span>
    <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputGroupSuccess1" aria-
describedby="inputGroupSuccess1Status">
  </div>
  <span class="glyphicon glyphicon-ok form-control-feedback" aria-hidden="true"></span>
  <span id="inputGroupSuccess1Status" class="sr-only">(success)</span>
</div>

Optional icons in horizontal and inline forms

<form class="form-horizontal">
  <div class="form-group has-success has-feedback">
    <label class="control-label col-sm-3" for="inputSuccess3">Input with success</label>
    <div class="col-sm-9">
      <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputSuccess3" aria-
describedby="inputSuccess3Status">
      <span class="glyphicon glyphicon-ok form-control-feedback" aria-hidden="true"></span>
      <span id="inputSuccess3Status" class="sr-only">(success)</span>
    </div>
  </div>
  <div class="form-group has-success has-feedback">
    <label class="control-label col-sm-3" for="inputGroupSuccess2">Input group with 
success</label>
    <div class="col-sm-9">
      <div class="input-group">
        <span class="input-group-addon">@</span>
        <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputGroupSuccess2" aria-
describedby="inputGroupSuccess2Status">
      </div>
      <span class="glyphicon glyphicon-ok form-control-feedback" aria-hidden="true"></span>
      <span id="inputGroupSuccess2Status" class="sr-only">(success)</span>
    </div>
  </div>
</form>

<form class="form-inline">
  <div class="form-group has-success has-feedback">
    <label class="control-label" for="inputSuccess4">Input with success</label>
    <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputSuccess4" aria-
describedby="inputSuccess4Status">
    <span class="glyphicon glyphicon-ok form-control-feedback" aria-hidden="true"></span>
    <span id="inputSuccess4Status" class="sr-only">(success)</span>
  </div>
</form>
<form class="form-inline">
  <div class="form-group has-success has-feedback">
    <label class="control-label" for="inputGroupSuccess3">Input group with success</label>
    <div class="input-group">
      <span class="input-group-addon">@</span>
      <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputGroupSuccess3" aria-
describedby="inputGroupSuccess3Status">
    </div>
    <span class="glyphicon glyphicon-ok form-control-feedback" aria-hidden="true"></span>
    <span id="inputGroupSuccess3Status" class="sr-only">(success)</span>
  </div>
</form>

Optional icons with hidden .sr-only  labels
If you use the .sr-only  class to hide a form control's <label>  (rather than using other labelling options, such as the aria-label
attribute), Bootstrap will automatically adjust the position of the icon once it's been added.

<div class="form-group has-success has-feedback">
  <label class="control-label sr-only" for="inputSuccess5">Hidden label</label>
  <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputSuccess5" aria-
describedby="inputSuccess5Status">
  <span class="glyphicon glyphicon-ok form-control-feedback" aria-hidden="true"></span>
  <span id="inputSuccess5Status" class="sr-only">(success)</span>
</div>
<div class="form-group has-success has-feedback">
  <label class="control-label sr-only" for="inputGroupSuccess4">Input group with success</label>
  <div class="input-group">
    <span class="input-group-addon">@</span>
    <input type="text" class="form-control" id="inputGroupSuccess4" aria-
describedby="inputGroupSuccess4Status">
  </div>
  <span class="glyphicon glyphicon-ok form-control-feedback" aria-hidden="true"></span>
  <span id="inputGroupSuccess4Status" class="sr-only">(success)</span>
</div>

Control sizing
Set heights using classes like .input-lg , and set widths using grid column classes like .col-lg-* .

Height sizing
Create taller or shorter form controls that match button sizes.

<input class="form-control input-lg" type="text" placeholder=".input-lg">
<input class="form-control" type="text" placeholder="Default input">
<input class="form-control input-sm" type="text" placeholder=".input-sm">

<select class="form-control input-lg">...</select>
<select class="form-control">...</select>
<select class="form-control input-sm">...</select>

Horizontal form group sizes
Quickly size labels and form controls within .form-horizontal  by adding .form-group-lg  or .form-group-sm .

<form class="form-horizontal">
  <div class="form-group form-group-lg">
    <label class="col-sm-2 control-label" for="formGroupInputLarge">Large label</label>
    <div class="col-sm-10">
      <input class="form-control" type="text" id="formGroupInputLarge" placeholder="Large input">
    </div>
  </div>
  <div class="form-group form-group-sm">
    <label class="col-sm-2 control-label" for="formGroupInputSmall">Small label</label>
    <div class="col-sm-10">
      <input class="form-control" type="text" id="formGroupInputSmall" placeholder="Small input">
    </div>
  </div>
</form>

Column sizing
Wrap inputs in grid columns, or any custom parent element, to easily enforce desired widths.

<div class="row">
  <div class="col-xs-2">
    <input type="text" class="form-control" placeholder=".col-xs-2">
  </div>
  <div class="col-xs-3">
    <input type="text" class="form-control" placeholder=".col-xs-3">
  </div>
  <div class="col-xs-4">
    <input type="text" class="form-control" placeholder=".col-xs-4">
  </div>
</div>

Help text
Block level help text for form controls.

Associating help text with form controls
Help text should be explicitly associated with the form control it relates to using the aria-describedby  attribute. This will
ensure that assistive technologies – such as screen readers – will announce this help text when the user focuses or enters the
control.

<label class="sr-only" for="inputHelpBlock">Input with help text</label>
<input type="text" id="inputHelpBlock" class="form-control" aria-describedby="helpBlock">
...
<span id="helpBlock" class="help-block">A block of help text that breaks onto a new line and may 
extend beyond one line.</span>

Buttons
Button tags
Use the button classes on an <a> , <button> , or <input>  element.

<a class="btn btn-default" href="#" role="button">Link</a>
<button class="btn btn-default" type="submit">Button</button>
<input class="btn btn-default" type="button" value="Input">
<input class="btn btn-default" type="submit" value="Submit">

Context-specific usage
While button classes can be used on <a>  and <button>  elements, only <button>  elements are supported within our nav
and navbar components.

Links acting as buttons
If the <a>  elements are used to act as buttons – triggering in-page functionality, rather than navigating to another document or
section within the current page – they should also be given an appropriate role="button" .

Cross-browser rendering
As a best practice, we highly recommend using the <button>  element whenever possible to ensure matching cross-
browser rendering.

Among other things, there's a bug in Firefox <30 that prevents us from setting the line-height  of <input> -based buttons,
causing them to not exactly match the height of other buttons on Firefox.

Options
Use any of the available button classes to quickly create a styled button.

<!-- Standard button -->
<button type="button" class="btn btn-default">Default</button>

<!-- Provides extra visual weight and identifies the primary action in a set of buttons -->
<button type="button" class="btn btn-primary">Primary</button>

<!-- Indicates a successful or positive action -->
<button type="button" class="btn btn-success">Success</button>

<!-- Contextual button for informational alert messages -->
<button type="button" class="btn btn-info">Info</button>

<!-- Indicates caution should be taken with this action -->
<button type="button" class="btn btn-warning">Warning</button>

<!-- Indicates a dangerous or potentially negative action -->
<button type="button" class="btn btn-danger">Danger</button>

<!-- Deemphasize a button by making it look like a link while maintaining button behavior -->
<button type="button" class="btn btn-link">Link</button>

Conveying meaning to assistive technologies
Using color to add meaning to a button only provides a visual indication, which will not be conveyed to users of assistive
technologies – such as screen readers. Ensure that information denoted by the color is either obvious from the content itself (the
visible text of the button), or is included through alternative means, such as additional text hidden with the .sr-only  class.

Sizes
Fancy larger or smaller buttons? Add .btn-lg , .btn-sm , or .btn-xs  for additional sizes.

<p>
  <button type="button" class="btn btn-primary btn-lg">Large button</button>
  <button type="button" class="btn btn-default btn-lg">Large button</button>
</p>
<p>
  <button type="button" class="btn btn-primary">Default button</button>
  <button type="button" class="btn btn-default">Default button</button>
</p>
<p>
  <button type="button" class="btn btn-primary btn-sm">Small button</button>
  <button type="button" class="btn btn-default btn-sm">Small button</button>
</p>
<p>
  <button type="button" class="btn btn-primary btn-xs">Extra small button</button>
  <button type="button" class="btn btn-default btn-xs">Extra small button</button>
</p>

Create block level buttons—those that span the full width of a parent— by adding .btn-block .

<button type="button" class="btn btn-primary btn-lg btn-block">Block level button</button>
<button type="button" class="btn btn-default btn-lg btn-block">Block level button</button>

Active state
Buttons will appear pressed (with a darker background, darker border, and inset shadow) when active. For <button>  elements, this is
done via :active . For <a>  elements, it's done with .active . However, you may use .active  on <button> s (and include the
aria-pressed="true"  attribute) should you need to replicate the active state programmatically.

Button element
No need to add :active  as it's a pseudo-class, but if you need to force the same appearance, go ahead and add .active .

<button type="button" class="btn btn-primary btn-lg active">Primary button</button>
<button type="button" class="btn btn-default btn-lg active">Button</button>

Anchor element
Add the .active  class to <a>  buttons.

<a href="#" class="btn btn-primary btn-lg active" role="button">Primary link</a>
<a href="#" class="btn btn-default btn-lg active" role="button">Link</a>

Disabled state
Make buttons look unclickable by fading them back with opacity .

Button element
Add the disabled  attribute to <button>  buttons.

<button type="button" class="btn btn-lg btn-primary" disabled="disabled">Primary button</button>
<button type="button" class="btn btn-default btn-lg" disabled="disabled">Button</button>

Cross-browser compatibility
If you add the disabled  attribute to a <button> , Internet Explorer 9 and below will render text gray with a nasty text-shadow
that we cannot fix.

Anchor element
Add the .disabled  class to <a>  buttons.

<a href="#" class="btn btn-primary btn-lg disabled" role="button">Primary link</a>
<a href="#" class="btn btn-default btn-lg disabled" role="button">Link</a>

We use .disabled  as a utility class here, similar to the common .active  class, so no prefix is required.

Link functionality caveat
This class uses pointer-events: none  to try to disable the link functionality of <a> s, but that CSS property is not yet
standardized and isn't fully supported in Opera 18 and below, or in Internet Explorer 11. In addition, even in browsers that do
support pointer-events: none , keyboard navigation remains unaffected, meaning that sighted keyboard users and users of
assistive technologies will still be able to activate these links. So to be safe, use custom JavaScript to disable such links.

Images
Responsive images
Images in Bootstrap 3 can be made responsive-friendly via the addition of the .img-responsive  class. This applies max-width:
100%; , height: auto;  and display: block;  to the image so that it scales nicely to the parent element.

To center images which use the .img-responsive  class, use .center-block  instead of .text-center . See the helper classes
section for more details about .center-block  usage.

SVG images and IE 8-10
In Internet Explorer 8-10, SVG images with .img-responsive  are disproportionately sized. To fix this, add width: 100% \9;
where necessary. Bootstrap doesn't apply this automatically as it causes complications to other image formats.

<img src="..." class="img-responsive" alt="Responsive image">

Image shapes
Add classes to an <img>  element to easily style images in any project.

Cross-browser compatibility
Keep in mind that Internet Explorer 8 lacks support for rounded corners.

<img src="..." alt="..." class="img-rounded">
<img src="..." alt="..." class="img-circle">
<img src="..." alt="..." class="img-thumbnail">

Helper classes
Contextual colors
Convey meaning through color with a handful of emphasis utility classes. These may also be applied to links and will darken on hover
just like our default link styles.

<p class="text-muted">...</p>
<p class="text-primary">...</p>
<p class="text-success">...</p>
<p class="text-info">...</p>
<p class="text-warning">...</p>
<p class="text-danger">...</p>

Dealing with specificity
Sometimes emphasis classes cannot be applied due to the specificity of another selector. In most cases, a sufficient
workaround is to wrap your text in a <span>  with the class.

Conveying meaning to assistive technologies
Using color to add meaning only provides a visual indication, which will not be conveyed to users of assistive technologies –
such as screen readers. Ensure that information denoted by the color is either obvious from the content itself (the contextual
colors are only used to reinforce meaning that is already present in the text/markup), or is included through alternative means,
such as additional text hidden with the .sr-only  class.

Contextual backgrounds
Similar to the contextual text color classes, easily set the background of an element to any contextual class. Anchor components will
darken on hover, just like the text classes.

<p class="bg-primary">...</p>
<p class="bg-success">...</p>
<p class="bg-info">...</p>
<p class="bg-warning">...</p>
<p class="bg-danger">...</p>

Dealing with specificity
Sometimes contextual background classes cannot be applied due to the specificity of another selector. In some cases, a
sufficient workaround is to wrap your element's content in a <div>  with the class.

Conveying meaning to assistive technologies
As with contextual colors, ensure that any meaning conveyed through color is also conveyed in a format that is not purely
presentational.

Close icon
Use the generic close icon for dismissing content like modals and alerts.

<button type="button" class="close" aria-label="Close"><span aria-hidden="true">&times;</span>
</button>

Carets
Use carets to indicate dropdown functionality and direction. Note that the default caret will reverse automatically in dropup menus.

<span class="caret"></span>

Quick floats
Float an element to the left or right with a class. !important  is included to avoid specificity issues. Classes can also be used as
mixins.

<div class="pull-left">...</div>
<div class="pull-right">...</div>

// Classes
.pull-left {
  float: left !important;
}
.pull-right {
  float: right !important;
}

// Usage as mixins
.element {
  .pull-left();
}
.another-element {
  .pull-right();
}

Not for use in navbars
To align components in navbars with utility classes, use .navbar-left  or .navbar-right  instead. See the navbar docs for
details.

Center content blocks
Set an element to display: block  and center via margin . Available as a mixin and class.

<div class="center-block">...</div>

// Class
.center-block {
  display: block;
  margin-left: auto;
  margin-right: auto;
}

// Usage as a mixin
.element {
  .center-block();
}

Clearfix
Easily clear float s by adding .clearfix  to the parent element. Utilizes the micro clearfix as popularized by Nicolas Gallagher.
Can also be used as a mixin.

<!-- Usage as a class -->
<div class="clearfix">...</div>

// Mixin itself
.clearfix() {
  &:before,
  &:after {
    content: " ";
    display: table;
  }
  &:after {
    clear: both;
  }
}

// Usage as a mixin
.element {
  .clearfix();
}

Showing and hiding content
Force an element to be shown or hidden (including for screen readers) with the use of .show  and .hidden  classes. These classes
use !important  to avoid specificity conflicts, just like the quick floats. They are only available for block level toggling. They can also
be used as mixins.

.hide  is available, but it does not always affect screen readers and is deprecated as of v3.0.1. Use .hidden  or .sr-only  instead.

Furthermore, .invisible  can be used to toggle only the visibility of an element, meaning its display  is not modified and the
element can still affect the flow of the document.

<div class="show">...</div>
<div class="hidden">...</div>

// Classes
.show {
  display: block !important;
}
.hidden {
  display: none !important;
  visibility: hidden !important;
}
.invisible {
  visibility: hidden;
}

// Usage as mixins
.element {
  .show();
}
.another-element {
  .hidden();
}

Screen reader and keyboard navigation content
Hide an element to all devices except screen readers with .sr-only . Combine .sr-only  with .sr-only-focusable  to show the
element again when it's focused (e.g. by a keyboard-only user). Necessary for following accessibility best practices. Can also be used
as mixins.

<a class="sr-only sr-only-focusable" href="#content">Skip to main content</a>

// Usage as a mixin
.skip-navigation {
  .sr-only();
  .sr-only-focusable();
}

Image replacement
Utilize the .text-hide  class or mixin to help replace an element's text content with a background image.

<h1 class="text-hide">Custom heading</h1>

// Usage as a mixin
.heading {
  .text-hide();
}

Responsive utilities
For faster mobile-friendly development, use these utility classes for showing and hiding
content by device via media query. Also included are utility classes for toggling content when
printed.

Try to use these on a limited basis and avoid creating entirely different versions of the same site. Instead, use them to complement each
device's presentation.

Available classes
Use a single or combination of the available classes for toggling content across viewport breakpoints.

Extra small devices
Phones (<768px)

Small devices
Tablets (≥768px)

Medium devices
Desktops (≥992px)

Large devices
Desktops (≥1200px)

.visible-xs-* Visible Hidden Hidden Hidden

.visible-sm-* Hidden Visible Hidden Hidden

.visible-md-* Hidden Hidden Visible Hidden

.visible-lg-* Hidden Hidden Hidden Visible

.hidden-xs Hidden Visible Visible Visible

.hidden-sm Visible Hidden Visible Visible

.hidden-md Visible Visible Hidden Visible

.hidden-lg Visible Visible Visible Hidden

As of v3.2.0, the .visible-*-*  classes for each breakpoint come in three variations, one for each CSS display  property value
listed below.

Group of classes CSS display

.visible-*-block display: block;

.visible-*-inline display: inline;

.visible-*-inline-block display: inline-block;

So, for extra small ( xs ) screens for example, the available .visible-*-*  classes are: .visible-xs-block , .visible-xs-
inline , and .visible-xs-inline-block .

The classes .visible-xs , .visible-sm , .visible-md , and .visible-lg  also exist, but are deprecated as of v3.2.0. They are
approximately equivalent to .visible-*-block , except with additional special cases for toggling <table> -related elements.

Print classes
Similar to the regular responsive classes, use these for toggling content for print.

Classes Browser Print

.visible-print-block

.visible-print-inline

.visible-print-inline-block

Hidden Visible

.hidden-print Visible Hidden

The class .visible-print  also exists but is deprecated as of v3.2.0. It is approximately equivalent to .visible-print-block ,
except with additional special cases for <table> -related elements.

Test cases
Resize your browser or load on different devices to test the responsive utility classes.

Visible on...
Green checkmarks indicate the element is visible in your current viewport.

Hidden on...
Here, green checkmarks also indicate the element is hidden in your current viewport.

Using Less
Bootstrap's CSS is built on Less, a preprocessor with additional functionality like variables,
mixins, and functions for compiling CSS. Those looking to use the source Less files instead of
our compiled CSS files can make use of the numerous variables and mixins we use
throughout the framework.

Grid variables and mixins are covered within the Grid system section.

Compiling Bootstrap
Bootstrap can be used in at least two ways: with the compiled CSS or with the source Less files. To compile the Less files, consult the
Getting Started section for how to setup your development environment to run the necessary commands.

Third party compilation tools may work with Bootstrap, but they are not supported by our core team.

Variables
Variables are used throughout the entire project as a way to centralize and share commonly used values like colors, spacing, or font
stacks. For a complete breakdown, please see the Customizer.

Colors
Easily make use of two color schemes: grayscale and semantic. Grayscale colors provide quick access to commonly used shades of
black while semantic include various colors assigned to meaningful contextual values.

@gray-darker:  lighten(#000, 13.5%); // #222
@gray-dark:    lighten(#000, 20%);   // #333
@gray:         lighten(#000, 33.5%); // #555
@gray-light:   lighten(#000, 46.7%); // #777
@gray-lighter: lighten(#000, 93.5%); // #eee

@brand-primary: darken(#428bca, 6.5%); // #337ab7
@brand-success: #5cb85c;
@brand-info:    #5bc0de;
@brand-warning: #f0ad4e;
@brand-danger:  #d9534f;

Use any of these color variables as they are or reassign them to more meaningful variables for your project.

// Use as-is
.masthead {
  background-color: @brand-primary;
}

// Reassigned variables in Less
@alert-message-background: @brand-info;
.alert {
  background-color: @alert-message-background;
}

Scaffolding
A handful of variables for quickly customizing key elements of your site's skeleton.

// Scaffolding
@body-bg:    #fff;
@text-color: @black-50;

Links
Easily style your links with the right color with only one value.

// Variables
@link-color:       @brand-primary;
@link-hover-color: darken(@link-color, 15%);

// Usage
a {
  color: @link-color;
  text-decoration: none;

  &:hover {
    color: @link-hover-color;
    text-decoration: underline;
  }
}

Note that the @link-hover-color  uses a function, another awesome tool from Less, to automagically create the right hover color.
You can use darken , lighten , saturate , and desaturate .

Typography
Easily set your typeface, text size, leading, and more with a few quick variables. Bootstrap makes use of these as well to provide easy
typographic mixins.

@font-family-sans-serif:  "Helvetica Neue", Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif;
@font-family-serif:       Georgia, "Times New Roman", Times, serif;
@font-family-monospace:   Menlo, Monaco, Consolas, "Courier New", monospace;
@font-family-base:        @font-family-sans-serif;

@font-size-base:          14px;
@font-size-large:         ceil((@font-size-base * 1.25)); // ~18px
@font-size-small:         ceil((@font-size-base * 0.85)); // ~12px

@font-size-h1:            floor((@font-size-base * 2.6)); // ~36px
@font-size-h2:            floor((@font-size-base * 2.15)); // ~30px
@font-size-h3:            ceil((@font-size-base * 1.7)); // ~24px
@font-size-h4:            ceil((@font-size-base * 1.25)); // ~18px
@font-size-h5:            @font-size-base;
@font-size-h6:            ceil((@font-size-base * 0.85)); // ~12px

@line-height-base:        1.428571429; // 20/14
@line-height-computed:    floor((@font-size-base * @line-height-base)); // ~20px

@headings-font-family:    inherit;
@headings-font-weight:    500;
@headings-line-height:    1.1;
@headings-color:          inherit;

Icons
Two quick variables for customizing the location and filename of your icons.

@icon-font-path:          "../fonts/";
@icon-font-name:          "glyphicons-halflings-regular";

Components
Components throughout Bootstrap make use of some default variables for setting common values. Here are the most commonly used.

@padding-base-vertical:          6px;
@padding-base-horizontal:        12px;

@padding-large-vertical:         10px;
@padding-large-horizontal:       16px;

@padding-small-vertical:         5px;
@padding-small-horizontal:       10px;

@padding-xs-vertical:            1px;
@padding-xs-horizontal:          5px;

@line-height-large:              1.33;
@line-height-small:              1.5;

@border-radius-base:             4px;
@border-radius-large:            6px;
@border-radius-small:            3px;

@component-active-color:         #fff;
@component-active-bg:            @brand-primary;

@caret-width-base:               4px;
@caret-width-large:              5px;

Vendor mixins
Vendor mixins are mixins to help support multiple browsers by including all relevant vendor prefixes in your compiled CSS.

Box-sizing
Reset your components' box model with a single mixin. For context, see this helpful article from Mozilla.

The mixin is deprecated as of v3.2.0, with the introduction of Autoprefixer. To preserve backwards-compatibility, Bootstrap will
continue to use the mixin internally until Bootstrap v4.

.box-sizing(@box-model) {
  -webkit-box-sizing: @box-model; // Safari <= 5
     -moz-box-sizing: @box-model; // Firefox <= 19
          box-sizing: @box-model;
}

Rounded corners
Today all modern browsers support the non-prefixed border-radius  property. As such, there is no .border-radius()  mixin, but
Bootstrap does include shortcuts for quickly rounding two corners on a particular side of an object.

.border-top-radius(@radius) {
  border-top-right-radius: @radius;
   border-top-left-radius: @radius;
}
.border-right-radius(@radius) {
  border-bottom-right-radius: @radius;
     border-top-right-radius: @radius;
}
.border-bottom-radius(@radius) {
  border-bottom-right-radius: @radius;
   border-bottom-left-radius: @radius;
}
.border-left-radius(@radius) {
  border-bottom-left-radius: @radius;
     border-top-left-radius: @radius;
}

Box (Drop) shadows
If your target audience is using the latest and greatest browsers and devices, be sure to just use the box-shadow  property on its own.
If you need support for older Android (pre-v4) and iOS devices (pre-iOS 5), use the deprecated mixin to pick up the required -webkit
prefix.

The mixin is deprecated as of v3.1.0, since Bootstrap doesn't officially support the outdated platforms that don't support the standard
property. To preserve backwards-compatibility, Bootstrap will continue to use the mixin internally until Bootstrap v4.

Be sure to use rgba()  colors in your box shadows so they blend as seamlessly as possible with backgrounds.

.box-shadow(@shadow: 0 1px 3px rgba(0,0,0,.25)) {
  -webkit-box-shadow: @shadow; // iOS <4.3 & Android <4.1
          box-shadow: @shadow;
}

Transitions
Multiple mixins for flexibility. Set all transition information with one, or specify a separate delay and duration as needed.

The mixins are deprecated as of v3.2.0, with the introduction of Autoprefixer. To preserve backwards-compatibility, Bootstrap will
continue to use the mixins internally until Bootstrap v4.

.transition(@transition) {
  -webkit-transition: @transition;
          transition: @transition;
}
.transition-property(@transition-property) {
  -webkit-transition-property: @transition-property;
          transition-property: @transition-property;
}
.transition-delay(@transition-delay) {
  -webkit-transition-delay: @transition-delay;
          transition-delay: @transition-delay;
}
.transition-duration(@transition-duration) {
  -webkit-transition-duration: @transition-duration;
          transition-duration: @transition-duration;
}
.transition-timing-function(@timing-function) {
  -webkit-transition-timing-function: @timing-function;
          transition-timing-function: @timing-function;
}
.transition-transform(@transition) {
  -webkit-transition: -webkit-transform @transition;
     -moz-transition: -moz-transform @transition;
       -o-transition: -o-transform @transition;
          transition: transform @transition;
}

Transformations
Rotate, scale, translate (move), or skew any object.

The mixins are deprecated as of v3.2.0, with the introduction of Autoprefixer. To preserve backwards-compatibility, Bootstrap will
continue to use the mixins internally until Bootstrap v4.

.rotate(@degrees) {
  -webkit-transform: rotate(@degrees);
      -ms-transform: rotate(@degrees); // IE9 only
          transform: rotate(@degrees);
}
.scale(@ratio; @ratio-y...) {
  -webkit-transform: scale(@ratio, @ratio-y);
      -ms-transform: scale(@ratio, @ratio-y); // IE9 only
          transform: scale(@ratio, @ratio-y);
}
.translate(@x; @y) {
  -webkit-transform: translate(@x, @y);
      -ms-transform: translate(@x, @y); // IE9 only
          transform: translate(@x, @y);
}
.skew(@x; @y) {
  -webkit-transform: skew(@x, @y);
      -ms-transform: skewX(@x) skewY(@y); // See https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap/issues/4885; 
IE9+
          transform: skew(@x, @y);
}
.translate3d(@x; @y; @z) {
  -webkit-transform: translate3d(@x, @y, @z);
          transform: translate3d(@x, @y, @z);
}

.rotateX(@degrees) {
  -webkit-transform: rotateX(@degrees);
      -ms-transform: rotateX(@degrees); // IE9 only
          transform: rotateX(@degrees);
}
.rotateY(@degrees) {
  -webkit-transform: rotateY(@degrees);
      -ms-transform: rotateY(@degrees); // IE9 only
          transform: rotateY(@degrees);
}
.perspective(@perspective) {
  -webkit-perspective: @perspective;
     -moz-perspective: @perspective;
          perspective: @perspective;
}
.perspective-origin(@perspective) {
  -webkit-perspective-origin: @perspective;
     -moz-perspective-origin: @perspective;
          perspective-origin: @perspective;
}
.transform-origin(@origin) {
  -webkit-transform-origin: @origin;
     -moz-transform-origin: @origin;
      -ms-transform-origin: @origin; // IE9 only
          transform-origin: @origin;
}

Animations
A single mixin for using all of CSS3's animation properties in one declaration and other mixins for individual properties.

The mixins are deprecated as of v3.2.0, with the introduction of Autoprefixer. To preserve backwards-compatibility, Bootstrap will
continue to use the mixins internally until Bootstrap v4.

.animation(@animation) {
  -webkit-animation: @animation;
          animation: @animation;
}
.animation-name(@name) {
  -webkit-animation-name: @name;
          animation-name: @name;
}
.animation-duration(@duration) {
  -webkit-animation-duration: @duration;
          animation-duration: @duration;
}
.animation-timing-function(@timing-function) {
  -webkit-animation-timing-function: @timing-function;
          animation-timing-function: @timing-function;
}
.animation-delay(@delay) {
  -webkit-animation-delay: @delay;
          animation-delay: @delay;
}
.animation-iteration-count(@iteration-count) {
  -webkit-animation-iteration-count: @iteration-count;
          animation-iteration-count: @iteration-count;
}
.animation-direction(@direction) {
  -webkit-animation-direction: @direction;
          animation-direction: @direction;
}

Opacity
Set the opacity for all browsers and provide a filter  fallback for IE8.

.opacity(@opacity) {
  opacity: @opacity;
  // IE8 filter
  @opacity-ie: (@opacity * 100);
  filter: ~"alpha(opacity=@{opacity-ie})";
}

Placeholder text
Provide context for form controls within each field.

.placeholder(@color: @input-color-placeholder) {
  &::-moz-placeholder           { color: @color; } // Firefox
  &:-ms-input-placeholder       { color: @color; } // Internet Explorer 10+
  &::-webkit-input-placeholder  { color: @color; } // Safari and Chrome
}

Columns
Generate columns via CSS within a single element.

.content-columns(@width; @count; @gap) {
  -webkit-column-width: @width;
     -moz-column-width: @width;
          column-width: @width;
  -webkit-column-count: @count;
     -moz-column-count: @count;
          column-count: @count;
  -webkit-column-gap: @gap;
     -moz-column-gap: @gap;
          column-gap: @gap;
}

Gradients
Easily turn any two colors into a background gradient. Get more advanced and set a direction, use three colors, or use a radial
gradient. With a single mixin you get all the prefixed syntaxes you'll need.

#gradient > .vertical(#333; #000);
#gradient > .horizontal(#333; #000);
#gradient > .radial(#333; #000);

You can also specify the angle of a standard two-color, linear gradient:

#gradient > .directional(#333; #000; 45deg);

If you need a barber-stripe style gradient, that's easy, too. Just specify a single color and we'll overlay a translucent white stripe.

#gradient > .striped(#333; 45deg);

Up the ante and use three colors instead. Set the first color, the second color, the second color's color stop (a percentage value like
25%), and the third color with these mixins:

#gradient > .vertical-three-colors(#777; #333; 25%; #000);
#gradient > .horizontal-three-colors(#777; #333; 25%; #000);

Heads up! Should you ever need to remove a gradient, be sure to remove any IE-specific filter  you may have added. You can do
that by using the .reset-filter()  mixin alongside background-image: none; .

Utility mixins
Utility mixins are mixins that combine otherwise unrelated CSS properties to achieve a specific goal or task.

Clearfix
Forget adding class="clearfix"  to any element and instead add the .clearfix()  mixin where appropriate. Uses the micro
clearfix from Nicolas Gallagher.

// Mixin
.clearfix() {
  &:before,
  &:after {
    content: " ";
    display: table;
  }
  &:after {
    clear: both;
  }
}

// Usage
.container {
  .clearfix();
}

Horizontal centering
Quickly center any element within its parent. Requires width  or max-width  to be set.

// Mixin
.center-block() {
  display: block;
  margin-left: auto;
  margin-right: auto;
}

// Usage
.container {
  width: 940px;
  .center-block();
}

Sizing helpers
Specify the dimensions of an object more easily.

// Mixins
.size(@width; @height) {
  width: @width;
  height: @height;
}
.square(@size) {
  .size(@size; @size);
}

// Usage
.image { .size(400px; 300px); }
.avatar { .square(48px); }

Resizable textareas
Easily configure the resize options for any textarea, or any other element. Defaults to normal browser behavior ( both ).

.resizable(@direction: both) {
  // Options: horizontal, vertical, both
  resize: @direction;
  // Safari fix
  overflow: auto;
}

Truncating text
Easily truncate text with an ellipsis with a single mixin. Requires element to be block  or inline-block  level.

// Mixin
.text-overflow() {
  overflow: hidden;
  text-overflow: ellipsis;
  white-space: nowrap;
}

// Usage
.branch-name {
  display: inline-block;
  max-width: 200px;
  .text-overflow();
}

Retina images
Specify two image paths and the @1x image dimensions, and Bootstrap will provide an @2x media query. If you have many images to
serve, consider writing your retina image CSS manually in a single media query.

.img-retina(@file-1x; @file-2x; @width-1x; @height-1x) {
  background-image: url("@{file-1x}");

  @media
  only screen and (-webkit-min-device-pixel-ratio: 2),
  only screen and (   min--moz-device-pixel-ratio: 2),
  only screen and (     -o-min-device-pixel-ratio: 2/1),
  only screen and (        min-device-pixel-ratio: 2),
  only screen and (                min-resolution: 192dpi),
  only screen and (                min-resolution: 2dppx) {
    background-image: url("@{file-2x}");
    background-size: @width-1x @height-1x;
  }
}

// Usage
.jumbotron {
  .img-retina("/img/bg-1x.png", "/img/bg-2x.png", 100px, 100px);
}

Using Sass
While Bootstrap is built on Less, it also has an official Sass port. We maintain it in a separate
GitHub repository and handle updates with a conversion script.

What's included
Since the Sass port has a separate repo and serves a slightly different audience, the contents of the project differ greatly from the main
Bootstrap project. This ensures the Sass port is as compatible with as many Sass-based systems as possible.

Path Description

lib/ Ruby gem code (Sass configuration, Rails and Compass integrations)

tasks/ Converter scripts (turning upstream Less to Sass)

test/ Compilation tests

templates/ Compass package manifest

vendor/assets/ Sass, JavaScript, and font files

Rakefile Internal tasks, such as rake and convert

Visit the Sass port's GitHub repository to see these files in action.

Installation
For information on how to install and use Bootstrap for Sass, consult the GitHub repository readme. It's the most up to date source and
includes information for use with Rails, Compass, and standard Sass projects.

Bootstrap for Sass
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h1. Bootstrap heading Semibold 36px

h2. Bootstrap heading Semibold 30px

h3. Bootstrap heading Semibold 24px

h4. Bootstrap heading Semibold 18px

h5. Bootstrap heading Semibold 14px

h6. Bootstrap heading Semibold 12px

EXAMPLE

h1. Bootstrap heading Secondary text

h2. Bootstrap heading Secondary text

h3. Bootstrap heading Secondary text

h4. Bootstrap heading Secondary text

h5. Bootstrap heading Secondary text

h6. Bootstrap heading Secondary text

EXAMPLE

Nullam quis risus eget urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur
ridiculus mus. Nullam id dolor id nibh ultricies vehicula.

Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec ullamcorper nulla non metus auctor
fringilla. Duis mollis, est non commodo luctus, nisi erat porttitor ligula, eget lacinia odio sem nec elit. Donec ullamcorper nulla non
metus auctor fringilla.

Maecenas sed diam eget risus varius blandit sit amet non magna. Donec id elit non mi porta gravida at eget metus. Duis mollis,
est non commodo luctus, nisi erat porttitor ligula, eget lacinia odio sem nec elit.

EXAMPLE

Vivamus sagittis lacus vel augue laoreet rutrum faucibus dolor auctor. Duis mollis, est non
commodo luctus.

EXAMPLE

You can use the mark tag to highlight  text.

EXAMPLE

This line of text is meant to be treated as deleted text.

EXAMPLE

This line of text is meant to be treated as no longer accurate.

EXAMPLE

This line of text is meant to be treated as an addition to the document.

EXAMPLE

This line of text will render as underlined

EXAMPLE

This line of text is meant to be treated as fine print.

EXAMPLE

The following snippet of text is rendered as bold text.

EXAMPLE

The following snippet of text is rendered as italicized text.

EXAMPLE

Left aligned text.

Center aligned text.

Right aligned text.

Justified text.

No wrap text.

EXAMPLE

lowercased text.

UPPERCASED TEXT.

Capitalized Text.

EXAMPLE

An abbreviation of the word attribute is attr.

EXAMPLE

HTML is the best thing since sliced bread.

EXAMPLE

Twitter, Inc.
795 Folsom Ave, Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94107
P: (123) 456-7890

Full Name
first.last@example.com

EXAMPLE

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Integer posuere erat a ante.

EXAMPLE

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Integer posuere erat a ante.
— Someone famous in Source Title

EXAMPLE

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Integer posuere erat a ante.
Someone famous in Source Title —

EXAMPLE

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
Consectetur adipiscing elit
Integer molestie lorem at massa
Facilisis in pretium nisl aliquet
Nulla volutpat aliquam velit

Phasellus iaculis neque
Purus sodales ultricies
Vestibulum laoreet porttitor sem
Ac tristique libero volutpat at

Faucibus porta lacus fringilla vel
Aenean sit amet erat nunc
Eget porttitor lorem

EXAMPLE

1. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
2. Consectetur adipiscing elit
3. Integer molestie lorem at massa
4. Facilisis in pretium nisl aliquet
5. Nulla volutpat aliquam velit
6. Faucibus porta lacus fringilla vel
7. Aenean sit amet erat nunc
8. Eget porttitor lorem

EXAMPLE

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
Consectetur adipiscing elit
Integer molestie lorem at massa
Facilisis in pretium nisl aliquet
Nulla volutpat aliquam velit

Phasellus iaculis neque
Purus sodales ultricies
Vestibulum laoreet porttitor sem
Ac tristique libero volutpat at

Faucibus porta lacus fringilla vel
Aenean sit amet erat nunc
Eget porttitor lorem

EXAMPLE

Lorem ipsum  Phasellus iaculis  Nulla volutpat

EXAMPLE

Description lists
A description list is perfect for defining terms.
Euismod
Vestibulum id ligula porta felis euismod semper eget lacinia odio sem nec elit.
Donec id elit non mi porta gravida at eget metus.
Malesuada porta
Etiam porta sem malesuada magna mollis euismod.

EXAMPLE

Description lists
Euismod

Malesuada porta
Felis euismod sempe…

A description list is perfect for defining terms.
Vestibulum id ligula porta felis euismod semper eget lacinia odio sem nec elit.
Donec id elit non mi porta gravida at eget metus.
Etiam porta sem malesuada magna mollis euismod.
Fusce dapibus, tellus ac cursus commodo, tortor mauris condimentum nibh, ut fermentum massa
justo sit amet risus.

EXAMPLE

For example, <section>  should be wrapped as inline.

EXAMPLE

To switch directories, type cd  followed by the name of the directory.
To edit settings, press ctrl + ,

EXAMPLE

<p>Sample text here...</p>

EXAMPLE

y = mx + b

EXAMPLE

This text is meant to be treated as sample output from a computer program.

EXAMPLE

Optional table caption.

# First Name Last Name Username

1 Mark Otto @mdo

2 Jacob Thornton @fat

3 Larry the Bird @twitter

EXAMPLE

# First Name Last Name Username

1 Mark Otto @mdo

2 Jacob Thornton @fat

3 Larry the Bird @twitter

EXAMPLE

# First Name Last Name Username

1 Mark Otto @mdo

2 Jacob Thornton @fat

3 Larry the Bird @twitter

EXAMPLE

# First Name Last Name Username

1 Mark Otto @mdo

2 Jacob Thornton @fat

3 Larry the Bird @twitter

EXAMPLE

# First Name Last Name Username

1 Mark Otto @mdo

2 Jacob Thornton @fat

3 Larry the Bird @twitter

EXAMPLE

# Column heading Column heading Column heading

1 Column content Column content Column content

2 Column content Column content Column content

3 Column content Column content Column content

4 Column content Column content Column content

5 Column content Column content Column content

6 Column content Column content Column content

7 Column content Column content Column content

8 Column content Column content Column content

9 Column content Column content Column content

EXAMPLE

# Table heading Table heading Table heading Table heading Table heading Table heading

1 Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell

2 Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell

3 Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell

# Table heading Table heading Table heading Table heading Table heading Table heading

1 Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell

2 Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell

3 Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell Table cell

EXAMPLE

Email address

Enter email

Password

Password

File input
no file selectedChoose File

Example block-level help text here.

Submit

Check me out

EXAMPLE

Name Jane Doe  Email jane.doe@example.com  Send invitation

EXAMPLE

Enter email  Password   Sign in Remember me

EXAMPLE

 Transfer cash$ .00

EXAMPLE

Email Email

Password Password

Remember me

Sign in

EXAMPLE

Text input

EXAMPLE

Textarea

EXAMPLE

Option one is this and that—be sure to include why it's great
Option two is disabled

Option one is this and that—be sure to include why it's great
Option two can be something else and selecting it will deselect option one
Option three is disabled

EXAMPLE

  

  

1 2 3

1 2 3

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

1

EXAMPLE

1
2
3
4
5

EXAMPLE

Email email@example.com

Password Password

EXAMPLE

email@example.com Password  Confirm identity

EXAMPLE

Demonstrative focus state

EXAMPLE

Disabled input here…

EXAMPLE

Disabled input

Disabled input

Disabled select menu

Disabled select

Can't check this

EXAMPLE

Readonly input here…

EXAMPLE

Input with success

Input with warning

Input with error

Checkbox with success

Checkbox with warning

Checkbox with error

EXAMPLE

Input with success

Input with warning

Input with error

Input group with success

@

EXAMPLE

Input with success

Input group with success @

EXAMPLE

Input with success 

Input group with success @

EXAMPLE

@

EXAMPLE

.input-lg

Default input

.input-sm

.input-lg

Default select

.input-sm

EXAMPLE

Large label Large input

Small label Small input

EXAMPLE

.col-xs-2 .col-xs-3 .col-xs-4

EXAMPLE

Input with help text

A block of help text that breaks onto a new line and may extend beyond one line.

EXAMPLE

Link  Button  Input  Submit

EXAMPLE

Default  Primary  Success  Info  Warning  Danger  Link

EXAMPLE

Large button  Large button

Default button  Default button

Small button  Small button

Extra small button  Extra small button

EXAMPLE

Block level button

Block level button

EXAMPLE

Primary button  Button

EXAMPLE

Primary link  Link

EXAMPLE

 

EXAMPLE

 

EXAMPLE

140x140  140x140  140x140

EXAMPLE

Fusce dapibus, tellus ac cursus commodo, tortor mauris nibh.

Nullam id dolor id nibh ultricies vehicula ut id elit.

Duis mollis, est non commodo luctus, nisi erat porttitor ligula.

Maecenas sed diam eget risus varius blandit sit amet non magna.

Etiam porta sem malesuada magna mollis euismod.

Donec ullamcorper nulla non metus auctor fringilla.

EXAMPLE

Nullam id dolor id nibh ultricies vehicula ut id elit.

Duis mollis, est non commodo luctus, nisi erat porttitor ligula.

Maecenas sed diam eget risus varius blandit sit amet non magna.

Etiam porta sem malesuada magna mollis euismod.

Donec ullamcorper nulla non metus auctor fringilla.

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

Extra small Small Medium ✔✔ Visible on large

Extra small and small ✔✔ Visible on medium and large

Extra small and medium ✔✔ Visible on small and large

✔✔ Visible on x-small and large Small and medium

Extra small Small Medium ✔✔ Hidden on large

Extra small and small ✔✔ Hidden on medium and large

Extra small and medium ✔✔ Hidden on small and large

✔✔ Hidden on x-small and large Small and medium

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

Back to top

Preview theme

Overview
HTML5 doctype
Mobile first
Typography and links
Normalize.css
Containers

Grid system

Typography

Code

Tables

Forms

Buttons

Images

Helper classes

Responsive utilities

Using Less

Using Sass

Amount
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Bootstrap Getting started CSS Components JavaScript Customize Expo Blog

Missing Plug-in

• Based on 12 columns 
• Easy-to-use media queries for 

responsive design 
• Built-in components for dropdowns, 

buttons, forms, navbars

bootstrap
w getbootstrap.com
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! Explore Gist Blog Help

HTTPS clone URL

You can clone with HTTPS, SSH,
or Subversion. 

bootstrap-sass / 

latest&commit&1f269b15ff

Official Sass port of Bootstrap http://getbootstrap.com/css/#sass

Bump the Ruby gem version only 

 glebm authored 5 days ago

" assets rake convert 8 days ago

" lib Bump the Ruby gem version only 5 days ago

" tasks converter: simplify replace_mixins 8 days ago

" templates/project rake convert 8 days ago

" test tests: fix rails app config deprecation 8 days ago

# .gitignore Merge branch 'next' 5 months ago

# .travis.yml travis: no longer test alt rubies 3 months ago

# CHANGELOG.md v3.3.4 8 days ago

# CONTRIBUTING.md Update CONTRIBUTING.md #822 2 months ago

# Gemfile converter: recursive tree fetch 8 days ago

# LICENSE Update license to match upstream a year ago

# README.md v3.3.4 8 days ago

# Rakefile tests: dummy rails app server task & fixes 8 days ago

# bootstrap-sass.gemspec Relax runtime dependencies and set min versions 2 months ago

# bower.json bump bower.json to v3.3.4 8 days ago

# composer.json bump package.json, bower.json, and composer.json 5 months ago

# package.json rake convert 8 days ago

# sache.json add sache.json #657 9 months ago

Search JeffBrockStudio + $ % &

8,514 1,882515' Watch ⋆ Star ) Forktwbs / bootstrap-sass*

+ Code

, Issues 11

-  Pull requests 3

. Pulse

/ Graphs

https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap;sass.git

?

0 Clone in Desktop

1 Download ZIP

 919 commits  11 branches  55 releases  90 contributors8 4 7 6

233 4  master branch: +

…

5 README.md

gem versiongem version 3.3.4.13.3.4.1  npmnpm v3.3.4v3.3.4  bower packagebower package 3.3.43.3.4  buildbuild passingpassing

&bootstrap;sass& is a Sass-powered version of Bootstrap, ready to drop right into your Sass powered
applications.

Please see the appropriate guide for your environment of choice:

Ruby on Rails.
Compass not on Rails.
Bower.

&bootstrap;sass& is easy to drop into Rails with the asset pipeline.

In your Gemfile you need to add the &bootstrap;sass& gem, and ensure that the &sass;rails& gem is
present - it is added to new Rails applications by default.

gem&'bootstrap;sass',&'~>&3.3.4'

gem&'sass;rails',&'>=&3.2'

&bundle&install& and restart your server to make the files available through the pipeline.

Import Bootstrap styles in &app/assets/stylesheets/application.scss&:

//&"bootstrap;sprockets"&must&be&imported&before&"bootstrap"&and&"bootstrap/variables"

@import&"bootstrap;sprockets";

@import&"bootstrap";

&bootstrap;sprockets& must be imported before &bootstrap& for the icon fonts to work.

Make sure the file has &.scss& extension (or &.sass& for Sass syntax). If you have just generated a new
Rails app, it may come with a &.css& file instead. If this file exists, it will be served instead of Sass, so
rename it:

$&mv&app/assets/stylesheets/application.css&app/assets/stylesheets/application.scss

Then, remove all the &//=&require& and &//=&require_tree& statements from the file. Instead, use
&@import& to import Sass files.

Do not use &//=&require& in Sass or your other stylesheets will not be able to access the Bootstrap
mixins or variables.

Require Bootstrap Javascripts in &app/assets/javascripts/application.js&:

//=&require&jquery

//=&require&bootstrap;sprockets

&bootstrap;sprockets& and &bootstrap& should not both be included in &application.js&.

&bootstrap;sprockets& provides individual Bootstrap Javascript files (&alert.js& or &dropdown.js&, for
example), while &bootstrap& provides a concatenated file containing all Bootstrap Javascripts.

When using bootstrap-sass Bower package instead of the gem in Rails, configure assets in
&config/application.rb&:

#&Bower&asset&paths

root.join('vendor',&'assets',&'bower_components').to_s.tap&do&|bower_path|

&&config.sass.load_paths&<<&bower_path

&&config.assets.paths&<<&bower_path

end

#&Precompile&Bootstrap&fonts

config.assets.precompile&<<&%r(bootstrap;sass/assets/fonts/bootstrap/[\w;]+\.(?:eot|svg|ttf|woff2?)$)
#&Minimum&Sass&number&precision&required&by&bootstrap;sass

::Sass::Script::Value::Number.precision&=&[8,&::Sass::Script::Value::Number.precision].max

Replace Bootstrap &@import& statements in &application.scss& with:

$icon;font;path:&"bootstrap;sass/assets/fonts/bootstrap/";

@import&"bootstrap;sass/assets/stylesheets/bootstrap;sprockets";

@import&"bootstrap;sass/assets/stylesheets/bootstrap";

Replace Bootstrap &require& directive in &application.js& with:

//=&require&bootstrap;sass/assets/javascripts/bootstrap;sprockets

Please make sure &sprockets;rails& is at least v2.1.4.

bootstrap-sass is no longer compatible with Rails 3. The latest version of bootstrap-sass compatible
with Rails 3.2 is v3.1.1.0.

Install the gem:

$&gem&install&bootstrap;sass

If you have an existing Compass project:

1. Require &bootstrap;sass& in &config.rb&:

require&'bootstrap;sass'

2. Install Bootstrap with:

$&bundle&exec&compass&install&bootstrap&;r&bootstrap;sass

If you are creating a new Compass project, you can generate it with bootstrap-sass support:

$&bundle&exec&compass&create&my;new;project&;r&bootstrap;sass&;;using&bootstrap

or, alternatively, if you're not using a Gemfile for your dependencies:

$&compass&create&my;new;project&;r&bootstrap;sass&;;using&bootstrap

This will create a new Compass project with the following files in it:

styles.sass - main project Sass file, imports Bootstrap and variables.
_bootstrap-variables.sass - all of Bootstrap variables, override them here.

Some bootstrap-sass mixins may conflict with the Compass ones. If this happens, change the import
order so that Compass mixins are loaded later.

bootstrap-sass Bower package is compatible with node-sass 1.2.3+. You can install it with:

$&bower&install&bootstrap;sass

Sass, JS, and all other assets are located at assets.

By default, &bower.json& main field list only the main &_bootstrap.scss& and all the static assets (fonts
and JS). This is compatible by default with asset managers such as wiredep.

If you use mincer with node-sass, import bootstrap like so:

In &application.css.ejs.scss& (NB .css.ejs.scss):

//&Import&mincer&asset&paths&helper&integration

@import&"bootstrap;mincer";

@import&"bootstrap";

In &application.js&:

//=&require&bootstrap;sprockets

See also this example manifest.js for mincer.

By default all of Bootstrap is imported.

You can also import components explicitly. To start with a full list of modules copy &_bootstrap.scss&
file into your assets as &_bootstrap;custom.scss&. Then comment out components you do not want
from &_bootstrap;custom&. In the application Sass file, replace &@import&'bootstrap'& with:

@import&'bootstrap;custom';

bootstrap-sass requires minimum Sass number precision of 8 (default is 5).

Precision is set for Rails and Compass automatically. When using ruby Sass compiler standalone or
with the Bower version you can set it with:

::Sass::Script::Value::Number.precision&=&[8,&::Sass::Script::Value::Number.precision].max

Bootstrap requires the use of Autoprefixer. Autoprefixer adds vendor prefixes to CSS rules using
values from Can I Use.

&assets/javascripts/bootstrap.js& contains all of Bootstrap JavaScript, concatenated in the correct
order.

If you use Sprockets or Mincer, you can require &bootstrap;sprockets& instead to load the individual
modules:

//&Load&all&Bootstrap&JavaScript

//=&require&bootstrap;sprockets

You can also load individual modules, provided you also require any dependencies. You can check
dependencies in the Bootstrap JS documentation.

//=&require&bootstrap/scrollspy

//=&require&bootstrap/modal

//=&require&bootstrap/dropdown

The fonts are referenced as:

"#{$icon;font;path}#{$icon;font;name}.eot"

&$icon;font;path& defaults to &bootstrap/& if asset path helpers are used, and &../fonts/bootstrap/&
otherwise.

When using bootstrap-sass with Compass, Sprockets, or Mincer, you must import the relevant path
helpers before Bootstrap itself, for example:

@import&"bootstrap;compass";

@import&"bootstrap";

Import Bootstrap into a Sass file (for example, application.scss) to get all of Bootstrap's styles, mixins
and variables!

@import&"bootstrap";

You can also include optional bootstrap theme:

@import&"bootstrap/theme";

The full list of bootstrap variables can be found here. You can override these by simply redefining the
variable before the &@import& directive, e.g.:

$navbar;default;bg:&#312312;

$light;orange:&#ff8c00;

$navbar;default;color:&$light;orange;

@import&"bootstrap";

Bootstrap for Sass version may differ from the upstream version in the last number, known as MINOR.
The minor version may be ahead of the corresponding upstream minor. This happens when we need
to release Sass-specific changes.

Before v3.3.2, Bootstrap for Sass version used to reflect the upstream version, with an additional
number for Sass-specific changes. This was changed due to Bower and npm compatibility issues.

The upstream versions vs the Bootstrap for Sass versions are:

Upstream Sass

3.3.4 3.3.4

3.3.2 3.3.3

<= 3.3.1 3.3.1.x

Always refer to CHANGELOG.md when upgrading.

If you'd like to help with the development of bootstrap-sass itself, read this section.

Keeping bootstrap-sass in sync with upstream changes from Bootstrap used to be an error prone and
time consuming manual process. With Bootstrap 3 we have introduced a converter that automates
this.

Note: if you're just looking to use Bootstrap 3, see the installation section above.

Upstream changes to the Bootstrap project can now be pulled in using the &convert& rake task.

Here's an example run that would pull down the master branch from the main twbs/bootstrap repo:

rake&convert

This will convert the latest LESS to Sass and update to the latest JS. To convert a specific branch or
version, pass the branch name or the commit hash as the first task argument:

rake&convert[e8a1df5f060bf7e6631554648e0abde150aedbe4]

The latest converter script is located here and does the following:

Converts upstream bootstrap LESS files to its matching SCSS file.
Copies all upstream JavaScript into &assets/javascripts/bootstrap&, a Sprockets manifest at
&assets/javascripts/bootstrap;sprockets.js&, and a concatenation at
&assets/javascripts/bootstrap.js&.
Copies all upstream font files into &assets/fonts/bootstrap&.
Sets &Bootstrap::BOOTSTRAP_SHA& in version.rb to the branch sha.

This converter fully converts original LESS to SCSS. Conversion is automatic but requires instructions
for certain transformations (see converter output). Please submit GitHub issues tagged with
&conversion&.

bootstrap-sass has a number of major contributors:

Thomas McDonald
Tristan Harward
Peter Gumeson
Gleb Mazovetskiy

and a significant number of other contributors.

bootstrap-sass is used to build some awesome projects all over the web, including Diaspora,
rails_admin, Michael Hartl's Rails Tutorial, gitlabhq and kandan.

Bootstrap for Sass

Installation

a. Ruby on Rails

Bower with Rails

Rails 4.x

Rails 3.2.x

b. Compass without Rails

c. Bower

Node.js Mincer

Configuration

Sass

Sass: Number Precision

Sass: Autoprefixer

JavaScript

JavaScript with Sprockets or Mincer

Fonts

Usage

Sass

Version

Development and Contributing

Upstream Converter

Credits

You're in good company

Status API Training Shop Blog About© 2015 GitHub, Inc. Terms Privacy Security Contact !

This repository

• Official Sass port 
• Contents differ greatly from main 

Bootstrap project for compatibility with  
as many Sass-based systems as possible 

• Change a single style variable to reflect 
throughout CSS 

bootstrap sass
w github.com/twbs/bootstrap-sass
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CREATE YOUR UNDERSCORES
BASED THEME

Theme Name

Advanced Options
Advanced Options

GENERATE

Based on _s from github

Hi. I'm a starter theme called _s, or
underscores, if you like. I'm a theme
meant for hacking so don't use me as a
Parent Theme. Instead try turning me
into the next, most awesome, WordPress
theme out there. That's what I'm here for.

My ultra-minimal CSS might make me
look like theme tartare but that means
less stuff to get in your way when you're
designing your awesome theme. Here
are some of the other more interesting
things you'll find here ...

Learn more about me in "A 1000-Hour
Head Start: Introducing The _s Theme"
on ThemeShaper.

UNDERSCORES IS BROUGHT
TO YOU BY THESE FINE FOLKS

UNDERSCORES ON GITHUB

AN AUTOMATTIC CONTRAPTION  PROUDLY POWERED BY WORDPRESS

_S

A just right amount of lean, well-commented, modern, HTML5 templates.

A helpful 404 template.

An optional sample custom header implementation in inc/custom-header.php

Custom template tags in inc/template-tags.php that keep your templates clean and neat
and prevent code duplication.

Some small tweaks in inc/extras.php that can improve your theming experience.

A script at js/navigation.js that makes your menu a toggled dropdown on small screens
(like your phone), ready for CSS artistry.

2 sample CSS layouts in layouts/: A sidebar on the right side of your content and a sidebar
on the left side of your content.

Smartly organized starter CSS in style.css that will help you to quickly get your design off
the ground.

The GPL license in license.txt. Use it to make something cool.

• Ultra-minimal starter theme 
• Based on best practices 
• From Automattic, the company  
behind WordPress.com

_s (underscores)
w underscores.me
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Free WordPress Starter Theme based on _s from

Automattic and seamless integration of Twitter

Bootstrap 3.0

! 1 Year Product Updates
" 1 Year Premium Support

#
Personal Help by the
Developers!

$ Use for Commercial Projects
% Save time with great options and tools
& Riskfree 60 Days Money Back Guarantee!

Free Download

Product Description

A responsive, mobile !rst, free WordPress starter theme.

Just the minimum of required WordPress !les and styles, with all Bootstrap elements integrated
and easy to use.

The Highlights

Based on _s (or Underscores) theme from Automattic.

Combined with Twitter Bootstrap 3.0

100% clean integration, the WordPress way!

See the demo

Blank demo with Theme Unit Test Data and some examples.

View Demo

Read the blogpost here.

Developed at Github

_tk is developed as a free open source project at Github. You are welcome to contribute!

View at GitHub

* Note – if you download here via adding to your cart, you will have automatic update noti!cations in your dashboard like you

know from wordpress.org! ;-)

Use it for everything

This free WordPress starter theme is released under GPL 3.0 – you can use it for free for all your projects, private and

commercial.

 

Spread the Word!Spread the Word!

Twitter 2 Google Facebook 3 More

Description

Like this:Like this:

Loading...

Your email address

Get News, Specials and Important Updates
Submit

ThemeKraft

Blog

About

Team

Contact

Store

Free WordPress Themes

Premium WordPress Plugins

BuddyForms Plugins

Support

Support Overview

Free WordPress Forums

Documentation

HelpDesk

For Special Agents

ThemeKraft recommends

Special Deals

Imprint  |  Terms & Conditions  |  Privacy Policy With Thanks to the WordPress World! ThemeKraft 2015

(

)

+

Show All Products Product Details
_tk – Free WordPress Starter Theme

themekraft 
 Store


 Support


 Blog

'  Sign In

• Starter theme by Sven Lehnert 
• Combines underscores and  
Bootstrap Less

_tk (themekraft)
w github.com/Themekraft/_tk



• Starter theme combining: 
1. _s (underscores) 
2. _tk (Themekraft Starter Theme) 
3. Official Sass port of Bootstrap 3.2

jbs_ jbs
w github.com/jeffbrockstudio/_ jbs
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workflow tools

tsheets desktopserver virtualbox github

codekit coda wp migrate db backupbuddy
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Why TSheets?
Mobile Apps
GPS
QuickBooks
Reporting
Pricing
API

ProAdvisors
Customers
Partners
Support
Industry Corner
Community Minded

Webinars
Resource Center
Blog
Articles
Payback Calculator
Activity Map

The TSheets Story
About Our CEO
Our Team
Media
Careers
Contact Us
Privacy

Updated User Interface
Submit Time from Mobile
Clock in/out Reminders
Lunch Deductions
New Integrations

TSheets Time Tracker
Named 2015 Awesome App
READ MORE

Track Time Why? Pricing Help Center Blog
Search

• Single or multiple employees 
• Unlimited job codes and project codes 
• Review your hours after completing 

each project to spot bottlenecks in your 
workflow 

• $10/month for single freelancer

tsheets
w tsheets.com
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the server trilogy
18

production 
Push to production  

with confidence.  
No more cowboy coding 

on live sites!

w
staging 

For client review. 
Use your own server to 
ensure client pays you 

before site goes live.

)
development 

On your local computer. 
Blazingly fast.  

Well worth the effort 
to set up.

(
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• Create reusable blueprints of plugins, 
themes, and settings 

• Work locally without an Internet 
connection 

• $99.95 annual fee

desktopserver
w serverpress.com
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• IE11, IE10, IE9, IE8 Virtual Machines 
• w modern.ie/en-us/virtualization-tools 
• Free

virtualbox
w virtualbox.org
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• Location for development files 
• Keep revision history  
• Send automatic backups here 
• $9.99/month for DropBox Pro

dropbox
w dropbox.com
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• Experiment freely with your code 
without worrying 

• Share with others on the team 
• Create private repositories with an 
account, $7/month

github
w github.com
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It's like steroids
for web developers
CodeKit helps you build websites faster and better. See its flagship features below, then get
a real feel for the app on the Videos page.

 Buy Now Buy Now $32$32!!  Download Trial Download Trial""

Version 2.2 (18493) Mac OS 10.8+
The trial includes all features and unlocks in place

COMPILE EVERY LANGUAGE
CodeKit compiles Less, Sass, Stylus, Jade, Haml, Slim, CoffeeScript, Javascript, TypeScript, Markdown and Compass files

automatically each time you save. Easily set options for each language on a file-by-file basis.

Watch the video▶

REFRESH ALL THE THINGS!
Save a file and CodeKit automatically refreshes any browser: Mac, PC, iPhone, iPad, Android or kitchen fridge (yes, really).

Watch your changes happen in real-time and see your website across devices without ever hitting command+R again.

Watch the video▶

NUKE SYNTAX ERRORS
CodeKit has JSHint, JSLint and CoffeeLint built-in. Each time you save, CodeKit checks your file for syntax errors and

shows them to you. No more hours wasted looking for that one missing comma that breaks a script in Internet Explorer!

Watch the video▶

BOWER POWER
Automatically browse, download and install over 6,000 components with a single click — from Bootstrap to jQuery to Zurb

Foundation. Update to the latest versions with ease.

Watch the video▶

Ready? Let's do this:

 Buy Now Buy Now $32$32!!  Download Trial Download Trial""

Not convinced? Take these folks' word for it:

"Needs more aluminium."

Jonathan Ive
Senior Vice President, Apple

"That sidebar looks familiar."

Cabel Sasser
Founder, Panic Inc.

"It doesn't not NOT record every one of your
keystrokes and then send them to us. Yet."

The NSA
[redacted]

"We were going to discontinue the Mac in 2013,
until one of our engineers showed us CodeKit."

Phil Schiller
Senior Vice President, Apple

"Please stop quoting my employees."

Tim Cook
CEO, Apple

"CodeKit 2! Yay! Yay! Yay!"

Zaharenia Atzitzikaki
Web Designer/Developer

"CodeKit 2 is AWESOME! \o/ It's a requirement for
my workflow: Coda + Git Tower + CodeKit. On.
Every. Project."

Jen Simmons
Host of 5by5's "The Web Ahead"

"This asset is undervalued. I demand that you pay
$79 for each copy or I will tweet annoyingly."

Carl Icahn
All-Around Terrible Human

"This new version totally rocks! If it weren't for
CodeKit, I'd probably quit my job and become an
accountant. And who the hell wants that?"

Brian Hart
CodeKit 2 Beta Tester

"OH G$@#MMIT, he's even using their photos
now! No more lawyers. Just send in your guy. Tell
him to make it look like Panic did it."

Apple's Legal Department
Mad At Me Since 2008

"I don't know anything about the app, but Bryan is
really cool."

Kate Upton
Second Girlfriend

"Wait. What the hell do you mean second
girlfriend?"

Elly Garner
Actual Girlfriend

"I'm just going to keep ignoring you on Twitter."

John Gruber
Author, Daring Fireball & UNC Fan

"Needs more green felt."

Scott Forestall
Really Rich Guy

Don't like to read?
Watch the video tutorials instead.

Got a question?
I've got an answer. Probably.

Get in Touch
Follow me on Twitter.

SOURCE MAPS + MINIFIERS
Develop like you're going to deploy. Don't wait until the end to minify your scripts and stylesheets only to find bugs; let

CodeKit do it automatically as you work.

Watch the video▶

492 KB

$
Source Maps

See your original, un-minified code in the browser's web
inspector for easy debugging. We'll just make it work.

%
Combine Files

Combine all your Javascript & CoffeeScript files together to
reduce HTTP requests and make your page load faster.

&
Optimize Images

Losslessly reduce the file size of every PNG & JPG image
in your project with a single click. Even faster pageloads.

A Mac App for Cool People
 Help  Videos  About  Version History ❓ ( ) * Buy NowBuy Now

Body Aside

Header

Footer

Body Aside

Header

Footer

SuccessSuccess
Compiled "app.scss"Compiled "app.scss"

⚙
Compile Everything

Less, Sass, Stylus, CoffeeScript,
Typescript, Jade, Haml, Slim, Markdown &

Javascript.

,
Auto-Refresh Browsers

Refresh browsers across devices: Mac,
PC, iOS, Android & kitchen fridge. Never

hit command+R again.

-
Bower Built-In

Install 6,000+ components with a single
click: Bootstrap, jQuery, Modernizr, Zurb

Foundation, even WordPress.

⌁
It Just Works

There's no grunting at a command line and
zero setup. Just drop your project on the

app and go.

/
Foundation, Bourbon, Compass ++

All your favorite frameworks are built right in. Just add an
@import  statement to your stylesheet and save. CodeKit

will make it work.

0
Autoprefixer

Browser prefixes are a pain. Check a box in CodeKit and
anytime you save a Less, Sass or Stylus file, the right

vendor prefixes will be added automatically.

1
Libsass

Tired of waiting for Sass to compile? CodeKit features
libsass, a cutting-edge (but beta!) Sass compiler that

compiles Sass files faster than you can click.

"I see CodeKit as a 'Next Level' application, kinda like Panic's
Transmit is to the FTP-Client world."

Jørn Kinderås
Web Designer & Developer

✓
Dead Simple

There are no browser plugins to install and no setup. Just
click the "Preview" button, then enter the same address on

your mobile devices. That's it.

3
Works Across Devices

CodeKit can refresh any HTML5 web browser. OS X, iOS
6+, Windows 7+ and Android 4.4+ are all supported. Every

major browser, every major OS.

4
Live CSS Changes

CodeKit injects stylesheet changes without reloading the
entire page, so you can style dialogs and other modal

content with ease.

"I just bought a Macbook so that I can use your app. Such is
my passion for web dev and purty code."

Corey Birnbaum
A UX Designer and Developer

5
Completely Configurable

Easily customize which issues produce warnings: just click
some checkboxes in the UI, each accompanied by a handy

explanation and examples.

6
Enforce Team Style

Work in a team with that one guy who uses 2 spaces
instead of 4? Make him fall in line by automatically

enforcing your team's code styling.

☕
CoffeeLint

CodeKit can now check CoffeeScript syntax too. This is
especially handy for whitespace-sensitive languages where

even the smallest typo matters!

"I may have designed CodeKit 2, but I highly recommend it for
the designer looking to switch to a pre-processor workflow."

Guy Meyer
A designer and frontend person

5
Dependencies Simplified

Install a component and Bower will automatically fetch all
required dependencies in one go. Want jQuery UI? We'll

grab jQuery for you, too.

6
One-Click Updates

Update every component in your project, including
dependencies, to the latest versions in just seconds. Less

time wasted, more time working.

☕
Automatic Information

See a description of every component and sort by GitHub
star ratings — something you can't do with Bower at the

command line!

• Generate CSS files quickly from Sass or 
Less source code 

• Check for CSS and JavaScript errors 
• $32 one-time fee

codekit
w incident57.com/codekit/
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You code for the web. You demand a fast, clean, and
powerful text editor. Pixel-perfect preview. A built-in
way to open and manage your local and remote files.
And maybe a dash of SSH. Say hello, Coda.

What is Coda?
Good question. Coda is everything you need to hand-code a website, in one beautiful app.

While the pitch is simple, building Coda was anything but. How do you elegantly wrap everything

together? Well, we did it. And today, Coda has grown to be a critical tool for legions of web developers

around the world.

More than anything else, Coda is a text editor. It’s got everything you expect: syntax highlighting for

tons of languages. Code folding. Project-wide autocomplete. Fast find and replace. Indentation guides.

Automatic tag closing. Fast commenting and shifting of code. The works. But Coda’s editor has

features you won’t find anywhere else. For example, the Find and Replace has this revolutionary

"Wildcard" token that makes RegEx one-button simple. And as you type, Coda Pops let you quickly

create colors, gradients, and more, using easy controls. There are nice touches everywhere.

But an incredible text editor is just a nice typewriter if you can’t easily handle all of your files — from

anywhere. Coda has battle-tested, deeply integrated file management. Open local files or edit

remotely on FTP, SFTP, WebDAV, or Amazon S3 servers. Use the Files tab and move, rename, copy,

transfer from server-to-server... anything. Track local changes for remote publishing. There’s even

support for Git and Subversion.

Then you’ll want to see what your code looks like. Use our WebKit Preview, which includes a web

inspector, debugger, and profiler. Then, on top of that, we added AirPreview, a revolutionary feature that

lets you use your iPad and Diet Coda to Preview pages as you code on your desktop.

Believe it or not, we’ve just scratched the surface. Open Coda’s Sidebar to discover a rich set of utilities

that make you work better. Like Clips, which let you create frequently used bits of text that you can

insert into your document with special triggers. And project-wide Find and Replace that’ll work across

multiple files. There’s also an HTML Validator, a Code Navigator, and more.

Finally, hiding behind the Plus button in the tab bar is a built-in Terminal and MySQL editor, two

amazingly powerful Tab Tools. The Terminal can open a local shell or SSH. MySQL lets you define

structure, edit data, and more.

And it’s all wrapped up in our Sites, which get you started quickly. Opening a Site sets your file paths,

your root URLs, where your files Publish to, source control settings, and more. And with Panic Sync, our

free and secure sync service, your sites follow you on any computer.

Coda is a very good app.

Only $99. Buy It.
An incredibly full-featured OS X app at a price affordable to any web developer.

Get the Free Book.
It’s in the iBooks Store. It’s free. Or you can

download it from us. It’ll walk you through Coda in

a tutorial-like format. You should definitely check

it out.

Download on iBooks

Don’t Miss: Diet Coda.
Designed for your iPad. The power of Coda, anywhere. Plus Air Preview. Check it out.

Help
Use Coda? We have a dedicated team waiting to help you with anything.

FAQ
Is Coda 2.5 a free upgrade?

Yes. Coda 2.5 is free for all Coda 2 owners, to whom we say thanks.

What about Mac App Store customers?

Coda 2.5 is only available directly from Panic. But don’t worry, we’re migrating Mac App Store

customers for free.

First, make sure you've got the latest from the App Store — Coda 2.0.14 — and that you have

launched the latest version at least once.

Ready? Great! Now simply download Coda 2.5 from us, launch it, and follow the prompts. Provide

your email address and we’ll send you a personalized Coda 2 serial you can use to unlock the app

now, and in the future.

How do I activate the Local Site Indexer?

Simply edit your Site, and check the "Automatically index all Site files" box.

Why does autocomplete seem slower?

With the new local indexer, trying to fetch an unknown amount of data can be slow for large sites.

Rather than let your typing speed suffer or lag, we introduced a 0.1-second delay before showing

the autocomplete menu.

How can I make plug-ins?

You can learn more about extending Coda from the CodaPluginKit repository on GitHub.

How can I use Git for version control?

If you have Git installed already, simply fill out the Git Tool Path setting in the Files pane of Coda’s

Preferences.

To install git on OS X 10.9 and later, enter the following command at a Terminal prompt:

xcode-select --install

(Using OS X 10.8 or earlier? You can download Git from git-scm.com or install Xcode)

How can I use Subversion for version control?

Originally, Coda used the Subversion binary that was installed with every copy of Mac OS X. As of

Mountain Lion (10.8), Subversion is no longer bundled with OS X, and must be installed manually.

To install Subversion on OS X 10.9 and later, enter the following command at a Terminal prompt:

xcode-select --install

(Using OS X 10.8 or earlier? You can grab an official binary or install Xcode)

   

Loading

New! in Coda 2.5
Speed. Syntax highlighting is anywhere from 4 to 10 times faster.
Symbol parsing is 10 times faster. It’s real zippier.

Editor Improvements. Vertical indentation guides. Customizable
column guide. Color-coded traditional or visual tabs.

Local Indexing. It’s here. Site-wide autocomplete of your
functions, classes, and variables, all indexed from your local files.

Plugin Prefs. Manage your existing plugins, and discover new and
exciting ones, via Coda’s preferences.

CSS Overriding. Easily override and edit a site’s CSS, live, right
within Coda’s Preview.

Publishing. Coda can now track and publish files modified
outside of Coda. Plus a handy “Save and Publish” shortcut.

Panic Sync. Sync your sites, passwords, and private keys to all of
your Macs and more. It's free, easy, and extremely secure.

Twitter
Quick questions, fast answers.

PQ&A
FAQ & users helping users.

Email
Big questions, slower answers.

© Panic Inc. Coda is a trademark of Panic Inc.

Panic Inc.

Coda 2

Download Coda Buy Now Plug-ins Help

• Color-code Sass files 
• Sync site credentials and code snippets  
across devices 

• WordPress autocomplete plugin 
• $99 one-time fee

coda
w panic.com/coda/
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Push and pull your databases
Let's say you're developing locally but need the
latest data from the live database. With WP
Migrate DB Pro installed on both sites, you can
simply pull the live database down and replace
your local database (even if you local database
isn't publicly accessible). Once your changes are
ready for the staging site, you can push your local
database up and replace your staging database.
How's that for a workflow?

Find & replace that
handles serialized data
Why not just export the database and run a find &
replace on the SQL file? Easy enough, right? Wrong.
Any replacement applied to data that uses PHP
serialization (e.g. widgets) will corrupt the
serialization and result in an empty string when
unserialized. WP Migrate DB Pro detects serialized
data and runs a special find & replace on it
ensuring that the data is not corrupted.

Backup your database
before replacing it
Tick the backup option before running a migration
and your database will first be backed up before
running the migration and replacing it. Backups
provide peace of mind but also allow you to
version your database, allowing you to go back in
time and recover things that have changed that
shouldn’t have.

�����

Home  About  Careers  WP Migrate DB Pro

Contact Us  Blog  Affiliates  My Account

Email us at nom@deliciousbrains.com.
Email Address Subscribe

Subscribe for News & Updates

We promise we will not use your email for anything else.

Copy your database from one WordPress install
to another with one click in your dashboard

Stop wasting time on migrations

Eliminate the pain that is migrating a WordPress database

Work less, bill the same, increasing your effective hourly rate

No more fiddling with SQL files

View Pricing →

Happy WordPress Developers…

Demo Video

View Pricing →

Addons (included with the Developer license and better)

View Pricing →

More Features

More Happy WordPress Developers…

View Pricing →

Copyright © 2013-2015 Delicious Brains. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy. Terms and Conditions.

WP Migrate DB Pro Features Addons Pricing & Purchase Documentation Videos Buzz

Migration
can be a beautiful thing
Even for a WordPress database

Mike Hale @MikeHale

LOVE LOVE LOVE WP Migrate DB Pro! If
you could marry a plugin( and I wasn't
already married) I'd marry it. #gohchat

Jonathan Christopher @jchristopher

WP Migrate DB Pro has earned it’s keep
time and time again for me by working
with problematic, struggling servers

Jonathan Christopher @jchristopher

Man the UX on WP Migrate DB Pro is so
dang polished, they’ve hit like every detail
gracefully. Also the product is wicked
awesome haha.

Pippinsplugins @pippinsplugins

WP Migrate DB Pro might be the most
amazing thing that has happened in a
really long time in the #WordPress
world

curtismchale @curtismchale

@pippinsplugins absolutely. I have it on 3
sites now and it’s a huge time saver

Julien Melissas @JulienMelissas

Some say Migrate DB Pro is the kind of
thing where you can run it, make some
coffee and come back, but it's so fast I just
skip the coffee.

Tracy Stone @spoutcreative

WP Migrate Pro is the best plugin. Saves
so much time! Highly recommend for
WordPress devs. #wordpress

Chris Coyier @chriscoyier

Got WP Migrate DB Pro running on all my
WordPress sites now : So nice for keeping
local site in proper shape.

Larry Fischer @larry_fischer

.@chriscoyier WP Migrate DB Pro has
been a huge timesaver for our team.
Happy to hear them sponsor
@ShopTalkShow

Laura Kalbag @laurakalbag

How much time did we waste moving
WordPress sites before WP Migrate DB
Pro? (SO much time. It’s a great plugin.)

Migrate DB Pro ‹ Springfield Box Factory — WordPress

Media Files Addon
Allows you to push and pull
your Media Library files
between two WordPress
installs. It can compare both
libraries and only migrate those
missing or updated, or it can do
a complete copy of one site's
library to another. More »

Included with the
Developer license and better

CLI Addon
Integrates with WP-CLI, gives
you push and pull commands,
and allows you to specify all the
arguments to run a migration.
No UI needed. Use this to setup
migrations to run automatically
with a cron job. More »

Included with the
Developer license and better

Multisite Tools Addon
Export a subsite as an SQL file
that can then be imported to a
single site install and push a
subsite from a multisite install
to a single site install.

Coming soon

Export your database
Save an SQL file of your database to your
computer with URLs replaced.

!
Select which tables
to migrate
Migrate all tables for the current install or
select exactly which tables to migrate.

"

Filter out post types
Select which post types you don’t want
copied in migrations.

#
Exclude useless data
Prevent SPAM comments and transients
from being copied.

$

Migration profiles
Just before you run a migration, save all
the settings to reuse next time.

%
Phenomenal email support
We take pride in delivering exceptional
customer support.

&

Stress tested on
massive databases
We test migrating tables several GBs in
size on shared hosting servers.

'
Solid security
Our code is regularly audited by a
WordPress security expert.

(

Griffin Johnston @GriffinJohnston

@dliciousbrains Just migrated 200+ video
files between installs with Migrate DB Pro
in about 10 minutes. You guys are killing
it.

Ricky Lee Whittemore @rickalee

@dliciousbrains Have I said I love you
lately? Thank you for Migrate DB Pro and
the hours of my life saved.

Mike Ellis @m1ke_ellis

I know I bang on about it, but Migrate DB
Pro absolutely rocks. If you're doing
serious WordPress, you need this.

Mateo Leyba @mateomtb

Wp migrate db pro and the CLI add on is
the cats ass. Multisite tools coming too?
Hell yes! #usethisshitdaily @dliciousbrains
#wordpress

Matt Banks @mattbanks

WP Migrate DB Pro from @bradt is so
awesome, especially with the Media Files
add-on! I don’t work on any sites without
it now.

carrie dils @cdils

Using Migrate DB Pro to move a large
marge site. Ah-mazing.

John Peterson @johnpetersontx

Just bought dev license for WP Migrate DB
Pro. Blown away by the amount of time
put into plugin. TY @bradt!

Well Rounded Gent @wellroundedgent

Give these guys your money #wordpress
#dbmigration #works

a.quinton @aquinton

@bradt WP Migrate DB is pure magic. Just
used the free version on a personal
project & will be getting a license for work.
THANK YOU.

Tim Hunter Davies @timskye

Early morning work is productive work.
thanks to @dliciousbrains WP Migrate DB
Pro for just working as it should :)

• • •
• • •

WP Migrate DB Pro Blog Contact Us My Account

Take control of your migration
and follow its progress
With the ability to pause/resume and cancel your migration while it's running, you are in
complete control. And because we operate on temporary tables until the very last stage of the
migration, you won't affect the live site. Plus the progress bar enables you to track your migration
all along the way. Gone are the days of guessing how much of an SQL file has imported.

Migrate DB Pro ‹ Springfield Box Factory — WordPress

• Much faster and more reliable than 
WordPress Importer tool 

• Update URLs among servers  
• Sync media library with the Media Files 
add-on 

• $199 annual fee for Developer Package

wp migrate db pro
w deliciousbrains.com
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BackupBuddy
The best way to back up
(and move) a WordPress site.

Backup  Restore  Move  FAQs  Pricing

Database or Full Backups

Run database backups for quick, small, frequent
backups or run complete backups to get all your
images, themes, plugins and everything else to
a safe place.

Offsite Storage

Send your backups (individually or on a
schedule) to offsite storage destinations like
BackupBuddy Stash (our custom backup
storage location), Amazon S3, Dropbox,
Rackspace Cloud, FTP or email. If your site goes
down, you don't want your backup stored on
that same server.

Schedule Backups

Schedule backups so you don't need to
remember to make backups every day, week or
month. You can also set the schedule to send
your backups to any of your offsite storage
destinations automatically.

BackupBuddy Stash Storage

We built BackupBuddy Stash specifically for
storing and managing your BackupBuddy
backups so you can manage backups for all of
your sites in one central location. BackupBuddy
users get 1GB of Stash storage for free!

Exclude Files & Tables

Choose which files (or tables) to exclude from
your backups. This is helpful if you have a folder
with lots of high-res images or videos that you
don't want to back up every time.

Backup Profiles

Create custom backup profiles for backups to
use their own settings and file exclusions.

"BackupBuddy is the first plugin I install on
every WordPress site I do. Not only does it
provide peace of mind and security for my

clients as a reliable backup mechanism for their
sites, but as a developer, it saves me time and cost
with the ability to move sites from my local
development environment to the client's live site in a
snap. It's my top "must have" plugin for WordPress,
hands down."

Lisa Sabin-Wilson, Author of WordPress For Dummies

"The @iThemes
BackupBuddy migration

tool just saved me like 5
hours of work (again)."
Adam McLane, Blogger, author and speaker

Migrate right from WordPress

You can move a site to another server or domain
directly from your dashboard. Just create your
new database and enter those database
credentials during the import process.

URL Replacement

BackupBuddy replaces all the URLs for you when
you migrate a site to a new domain.
BackupBuddy even has a tool for replacing other
text in your database.

Serialized Data

Many backup plugins just skip over serialized
data, because it's complicated to migrate
properly. But BackupBuddy handles serialized
data (and even serialized data stored inside other
serialized data) like a champ.

Email Notifications

Know immediately when BackupBuddy finishes
a backup, times out or needs attention.

Backup Storage Limits

Limit the number and size of your stored
backups. So you don't fill up your Dropbox
account with 34 old backups.

Individual File Restore

You don't have to wipe the whole slate clean to
just replace your stylesheet from a a backup you
made a few weeks ago.

Server Tools

Take a deep look at your server settings and
capabilities. Our built-in server tools are super
helpful to track down possible hosting problems
that could prevent your backups from running.

Malware Scan

BackupBuddy does a free malware scan of your
site to make sure your site and your online
reputation are squeaky clean with all the major
blacklist checks.

Interactive Site Directory Map

Visualize what takes up the most space on your
site. It's really cool to dig through and view your
files this way.

Database Mass Text
Replacement

Update text throughout your database. Great
for updating URLs, strings of text, replacing any
mention of your ex's name, etc.

Database Scan & Repair

Automatically scans and repairs common issues
with your database.

WordPress Cron Manager

View, delete, or manually run WordPress
scheduled CRON jobs.

Easy Offsite Storage with Stash

BackupBuddy users get 1GB of free
BackupBuddy Stash storage. Send your backups
to Stash and don't worry about the
complications of other storage locations. You
can even migrate a site directly from your Stash
backup without manually downloading the file.

Make Backups Remotely with Sync

iThemes Sync is our new plugin that lets you
manage updates for all your WordPress sites
from one central location. Sync has some
awesome features for BackupBuddy users - like
the ability to make backups of any of your sites
remotely through iThemes Sync. And iThemes
customers can sync up to 10 sites for free!

Real People Here To Help

We try to make backing up and moving a
WordPress site as easy as possible. But it can
still be a complicated task. The support experts
in our forum are here to help you. They
understand BackupBuddy and wild server
configurations like the back of their hand. If you
have questions about how to do something or if
you run into any issues, they're ready to help.

Gold

$297
L I F E T I M E

Back up unlimited sites

Lifetime plugin updates

1 year of support forum access

1GB of BackupBuddy Stash storage

space

10 iThemes Sync sites

Buy Now

Developer

$150
per year

Back up unlimited sites

1 year of support forum access

1 year of plugin updates

1GB of BackupBuddy Stash storage

space

10 iThemes Sync sites

Buy Now

Freelancer

$100
per year

Back up 10 sites

1 year of support forum access

1 year of plugin updates

1GB of BackupBuddy Stash storage

space

10 iThemes Sync sites

Buy Now

Blogger

$80
per year

Back up 2 sites

1 year of support forum access

1 year of plugin updates

1GB of BackupBuddy Stash storage

space

10 iThemes Sync sites

Buy Now

Or get all our plugins for one low price.

That's BackupBuddy, all our Exchange Add-Ons, iThemes Security Pro, our

DisplayBuddy image plugins, and all our other plugins! It's an insanely good

deal at only $247 for everything. Learn more about the Plugin Suite.

Get the Plugin Suite for $247

FOR SITE OWNERS

Back up 2 sites

$80
Buy Now

FOR FREELANCERS

Back up 10 sites

$100
Buy Now

FOR DEVELOPMENT SHOPS

Back up unlimited sites

$150
Buy Now

BackupBuddy Gold
UNLIMITED SITES
LIFETIME UPDATES
1 YEAR OF TICKETED SUPPORT

$350 $297

Buy Now

"I recommend BackupBuddy
to every single person I talk to
who runs a WordPress

powered website. There is no
comparable plugin that includes the
amazing feature set of BackupBuddy.
Knowing all of my sites are fully
backed up on a schedule helps me
sleep at night, and that peace of mind
is priceless."

Brad Williams, WebDev Studios

FOR SITE OWNERS

Back up 2 sites

$80 / yr

Buy Now

FOR FREELANCERS

Back up 10 sites

$100 / yr

Buy Now

FOR DEVELOPMENT SHOPS

Back up unlimited sites

$150 / yr

Buy Now

BackupBuddy Gold
UNLIMITED SITES
LIFETIME UPDATES
1 YEAR OF TICKETED SUPPORT

$350 $297

Buy Now

Your one-stop shop for WordPress 
themes, plugins and training.

SubscribeSubscribe

Get updates on new themes & plugins plus special discounts

About iThemes
Our Team
Our Founder
What Drives Us
Go Far Together
Testimonials
Work For iThemes
Friends of iThemes
Contact Us
Privacy Policy

Resources
Blog
Documentation
WordPress Tutorials
Free WordPress Ebooks
iThemes Training
iThemes Tuesday
How to Build a Website
WordPress Hosting
Student and Educators

Customers
Member Panel Login
Support Forum
FAQs
Getting Started
Loyalty Discount
Upgrade Discounts
Licensing
Terms and Conditions
Refund Policy

Top Products
BackupBuddy
BackupBuddy Stash
iThemes Security Pro
iThemes Exchange
iThemes Sync
iThemes Builder
All Plugins
Plugin Suite
Toolkit

E V E R Y O N E  W I T H  A  W E B S I T E  H A S  T H E  S A M E  Q U E S T I O N

Is my site and my content
safe and secure?

Sites get hacked every day. Our passwords are rarely as strong as we think.

And sometimes it doesn't matter. Sometimes we (or our clients) delete the

wrong file or make a change that breaks something. Ever trigger a fatal error

from a bad plugin? Crashes happen. But with BackupBuddy, recovering from

a problem is quick and easy.

Site owners and developers love all the options

BackupBuddy gives you for safe, offsite storage.

     

Watch how you can set up BackupBuddy and have an automated backup

schedule on your site in just 1 minute.

Get BackupBuddy

Restore your site quickly & easily.
A L S O  P R O N O U N C E D  " S A V I N G  Y O U R  B A C O N "

The restore function in BackupBuddy is quick and simple. Upload the

ImportBuddy file and your backup zip, and it walks you through the steps to

restore your site: your themes, plugins, widgets and everything else.

In your WordPress dashboard, you can also restore individual files from a

backup instead of having to replace everything together. This is great for

replacing an old stylesheet or a couple templates that you want to revert

back to.

Work locally. Deploy anywhere.
B U S Y  D E V E L O P E R S  R E J O I C E !

BackupBuddy lets you move a WordPress site to another domain or host

easily. If you build custom WordPress sites for clients, this plugin is for you!

This is a very popular feature for WordPress developers who build a custom

site for a client on a temporary domain or locally (like a sandbox or

playground site) and then want to move the entire site with themes, plugins,

content, styles, widgets all over to a live client domain.

Get BackupBuddy

And a few other little things to
make your life easier.

Get BackupBuddy

Some perks of joining the
iThemes customer community.

W H A T  P E O P L E  A R E  S A Y I N G  A B O U T  B A C K U P B U D D Y

Buy BackupBuddy
Y O U ' L L  B E  G L A D  Y O U  D I D .

Tell your boss (or your developer) about BackupBuddy. They'll thank you later.

Send them an email

Questions?

Does it really back up everything?

What are the server requirements?

Can I migrate my site to a new host or URL?

Does BackupBuddy support Multisite?

Can I back up to Amazon S3, Dropbox or other remote servers?

Do I need to install WordPress on the destination server before importing?

Does it take care of all the path changes?

Can it handle split site / home URLs?

Is there a size limit?

Are there any hosts known to be incompatible?

Are Windows servers supported?

What's included in my BackupBuddy purchase?

Where can I get support for BackupBuddy?

iThemes Media LLC Copyright © 2015 All rights reserved

Watch how easy it is to set up backups!

“You carry insurance on your car and on your home.
Why not get the best insurance available for your
web presence in BackupBuddy? Over at Headway

Themes we recommend to all of our users to buy BackupBuddy.
It simply works.”

— Grant Griffiths, Headway Themes

“I set it up last night, was super easy, really great
software. Should be required for every serious
blogger.”

— Leo Babauta, ZenHabits.net

“Within the first month of owning BackupBuddy, we transferred
15 WordPress sites within minutes (and saved hours) and then
caught and treated 2 severe malware infestations. Whenever we
install a WordPress site, BackupBuddy is the first plugin
uploaded.”

— Kris

“Every time I do an upgrade to WordPress or the
many plugins I don't think twice, because I know
that my fully automated BackupBuddy is on duty

and doing its thing - saving my bacon!”

— Craig McCourt

“Bought @Backup_Buddy almost a year ago on a
suggestion... After a near-website-death-experience,
I could kiss them on the mouth right now.”

— Nicole Delger, Author

“Just used @Backup_Buddy for the first time. Wow!
Never migrating a WP site any other way.”

— Aimee Bucher

Buy Now

The Plugin Suite
BackupBuddy + all other iThemes plugins

$247 BEST VALUE

BackupBuddy Sync Security Exchange Themes Training Toolkit Blog Contact Log In

Ends Today! Save 35% off BackupBuddy with coupon code BACKUPWP35 ×

Sign up for our email newsletter to
download our guide for how BackupBuddy
can save you time and make you money in
your freelance WordPress business. You'll
also get a coupon for 25% off your
purchase.

Enter your email address

Sign me up!

25% Off + Freelancer's Backup Guide ×

• Automated backups of database, 
WordPress core, themes, plugins, and 
media library 

• Send backups offsite to Dropbox for 
extra protection 

• $150 annual fee for development shops 
(back up unlimited sites)

backupbuddy
w ithemes.com
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workflow: 13 steps to create a staging site

1. Clock in to TSheets 2. Add a folder for site & 
dev files in DropBox

3. Create dev site in Desktop 
Server from blueprint

4. Set up automatic backups 
in BackupBuddy

5. Create private repository  
for theme in GitHub

6. Add new Sass project  
in CodeKit

7. Add new site 
in Coda

8. Modify _jbs theme 
as needed

jbs

9. Test locally in browsers  
and VirtualBox IE’s

10. Commit changes  
in GitHub

11. Create staging site on 
your own web host

12. Sync database & media 
with WP Migrate DB Pro



@jeffbrockstudiojbs

13. Clock out and 
watch cat videos

workflow: 13 steps to create a staging site
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questions? ideas?
slides at jeffbrockstudio.com/seattle2015


